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SCHOOL OF HEALTH  SCIENCES  

“I was impressed 

with the standard of 

care from students. 

Students have 

demonstrated a high 

level of knowledge 

and are professional. 

I find it difficult to 

think of an area 

where the students 

could improve. 

Please continue the 

good work.” 

- Clinic Client 
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Strength is seen on the 
outside, but built on the 
inside… 
So much, and more happening within the School of Health 

Sciences here are some highlights… 
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Head of School Report 
Hi everyone and welcome to the September/October Newsletter. So much has 
happened in the last two months, as you’ll see from the enclosed. We’ve had 
some great ‘wins’ with grant successes (some still remain embargoed for now so I 
can’t mention them!), recognition awards, approvals to recruit a range of new aca-
demic and technical posts and exciting new programs in preparation for launch in 
2017 and 2018.   

School growth in students, staff and programs  
In my January/February Newsletter report, I described the remarkable 25% growth 
of the School’s student numbers across all programs over the last five years 
(rising from 2720 students in 2012 to 3388 students in 2016), reflecting the suc-
cess and popularity of our programs across the School. We have sustained and 
managed growth through the fantastic efforts of all staff, delivering the highest 
quality learning experiences in all programs, complemented by continued en-
hancement of high quality facilities and learning and teaching spaces, new pro-
grams and innovations in teaching and learning, developments in digital learning, 
growth in clinical placements and great staff appointments. With respect to the 
latter, and in part recognition of the above, we are currently recruiting for six full 
and part-time academic staff in human movement, physiotherapy, podiatry 
and medical imaging and a full time technical officer post (details within). A 
number of us will have a busy schedule of shortlisting and interviews leading up to 
the Christmas break.     

Demand for the School’s programs continues to flourish. School leaver and ‘First 
preferences’ for our undergraduate programs are up cumulatively by 8% in com-
parison to previous years, with notable increases in Human Movement, Occupa-
tional Therapy, Physiotherapy and the Medical Radiation programs. The story is 
similar for first preferences for postgraduate programs (up by over 20%) and nota-
bly in medical sonography, physiotherapy and occupational therapy programs.   

I note in particular, the growth in the Human Movement program, under the lead-
ership and strategic vision of its program director Scott Polley, has been nothing 
short of astounding. This program has blossomed (with almost 65% growth in stu-
dent numbers since 2012), with relevant and accredited vocational pathways and 
birth to a number of highly successful programs emerging from it during this time 
(e.g., Clinical Exercise Physiology; Master of Teaching). Growth and opportunities 
stemming from Human Movement continue to flourish. For example, in 2017 we 
introduce Double Degrees in Human Movement and Nutrition and Food Science in 
collaboration with the School of Pharmacy and Medical Sciences, and Counselling 
and Interpersonal Skills with the School of Psychology. Importantly, we will be 
graduating ESSA accredited Exercise Scientists in 2017 and introducing SA’s only 
accredited Bachelor of Exercise and Sport Science in 2018. Further developments 
will include exciting programs in the on-line space and with prospective interna-
tional partners in the very near future.      

School and Staff Successes 
There are a number of individual successes I’d like to note. Congratulations to the 
following NHMRC successes so far (with others to be announced once embar-
goes are lifted!):   

John Arnold, for his successful Early Career Fellowship—Defining treatment 
targets to optimise the management of early midfoot osteoarthritis; Kerri Beck-
mann, for her successful Early Career Fellowship—Who to treat, when to treat 
and how to treat prostate cancer: Generating evidence to guide prostate cancer 
treatment decisions and to Rebecca Golley for a successful NHMRC Centre for 
Research Excellence (CRE) bid.   

The Australian Government has also confirmed New Colombo Plan funding sup-
port for: 

Katia Ferrar’s short term study volunteer project with the Sarvodaya Interna-
tional Unit in Sri Lanka; Sue Gilbert-Hunt to support Clinical Placements with 
the Komar Pikar Foundation, Cambodia (Occupational Therapy/Physiotherapy/

Professor  Roger Eston 
Head of School 

 

Did you 
know…. 

 

UniSA’s acronym 
ROML stands for: 

 
Recognised 

Organisational 
Management 

Level 
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Staff 

Appointments 

 

Welcome 

to all our new  

staff members 

 

Dr Annika Reinersmann 
Postdoctoral Research 

Fellow 
 
 
 
 

 Farewell and all the 

best to… 

 

Ms Jill Offe 
Clinical Educator: 

Physiotherapy 
 

Ms Stine Hoj 
Research Assistant 

 
Ms Claire Marsh 

Research Assistant 
 

 
 

Podiatry) and Saravana Kumar’s study tour to Brunei in collaboration with the Minis-
try of Health and RIPAS Hospital.  

Congratulations also to Shylie Mackintosh (Program Director for Physiotherapy) who 
has been appointed Chair of the Australian Physiotherapy Council’s Accreditation 
Standing Committee from January, 2017. There have been several external recogni-
tion awards for academic contribution to discipline: Congratulations to Nayana Pa-
range (Program Director for Medical Sonography) for the prestigious 2016 Of-
fice of Learning and Teaching Citation, Tim Olds for the Healthy Development Ade-
laide Award presented at the 12th Annual Oration ceremony and Tasha Stanton for 
the Ronald Dubner Research Prize and Sue Gilbert-Hunt for being given the hon-
our of the Sylvia Doctor Lecture (details within).     

Research Week 
Thanks to all those who made attending the 2016 School Research Week a priority. 
We saw excellent presentations along with enjoying the opportunity to network with 
colleagues during the breaks. Personally, I think this year’s event was the best so far, 
with generally excellent attendance throughout, and high quality verbal and poster 
presentations from staff and PhD students to match.  Congratulations to the three 
poster finalists Emma Karran (winner), Braden Mitchell and Brad Stenner and other 

Keep your staff 
page up to date 

 
If you have changed your 

details or need to add more 
information about yourself then 
make sure you update it on the 

UniSA website. 
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PhD students who contributed posters for the event. Also, thanks a lot to the two 
teams (Affirmative: Jon Buckley, Saravana Kumar and Jodie Quilliam; Negative: Hel-
en Banwell, Susan Hillier and Max Nelson) in this year’s debate on ‘Research is 
Business’, expertly moderated by the infamously and outrageously witty Tim 
Olds!   
 
Jon Buckley sets the record now for leading three consecutive wins!   
 

Undergraduate Program Conferences   
Several program conferences are in the final stages of planning and imminent deliv-
ery in the next few weeks. These are great experiences for undergraduate students 
and staff, and provide the potential for excellent exposure to our stakeholders to 
show off students’ work both orally and by poster, invite keynote presentations, and 
secure external sponsorship for prizes, conference memorabilia, and celebrate the 
end of the undergraduate journey. Whilst supported by the academic staff, it’s im-
portant to note that the students themselves are primarily responsible for the confer-
ence agenda, organization, content and external sponsorships. In the next few 
weeks, the Occupational Therapy, Medical Radiation Sciences, Health Sciences and 
Clinical Exercise Physiology programs will each be holding their own annual and ex-
ternally sponsored conferences.   

 

The Conversation  
In my last report I encouraged contributions to ‘The Conversation’, as an important 

form of media to highlight topics and research, particularly those which are likely to 

be of general public interest. We have included a separate section in the staff publi-

cations list within. If you have an idea, a simple note to the editor of The Conversation 

to outline your idea, is recommended. 

Building works 
Exercise physiology teaching space – Playford Building level 6 - Works commences 
24 October with completion on 20 January 2017 

Medical Radiation x-ray suite and Sonography simulation space – BJ1 - Works com-
mence mid-November with completion in mid-January 2017 

Magill – Pool Office and Clinic reception space – Building E, Magill - completed  

Christmas Break 
The School of Health Sciences will be closed from Friday, 23 December and will 

open Tuesday, 3 January 2017. 

Newsletter Contributions  
Thanks again for all your contributions and special thanks to Sally Nimmo (Editor-in-

Chief!     for her patience in pulling it together!  Any feedback and suggestions for 

further improvements would be most appreciated. The HLS Newsletter is available on 

the School of Health Sciences website http://www.unisa.edu.au/Health-Sciences/

Schools/Health-Sciences/Student-Resources/Newsletters/. News on research, na-

tional appointments, community engagements, awards, achievements, sporting en-

deavours, etc., are welcomed (as are any jokes etc to bring a smile to your day!).  

Please contact Sally Nimmo (Sally.Nimmo@unisa.edu.au) to tell us your news and 

feel free to include photos of your activities. A picture says a thousand words – 

please keep them coming in.  

I hope you enjoy this edition of the Newsletter.  

Best wishes  

Roger 

 

http://www.unisa.edu.au/Health-Sciences/Schools/Health-Sciences/Student-Resources/Newsletters/
http://www.unisa.edu.au/Health-Sciences/Schools/Health-Sciences/Student-Resources/Newsletters/
mailto:Sally.Nimmo@unisa.edu.au
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Associate Head of School 

(Academic) Report 
Visit to Myanmar 
Since 2014, the School of Health Sciences has hosted Physiotherapy, Medical Radi-

ations and Population Health fellows from Myanmar Universities. This venture is 

funded by the Australian Awards fellowship scheme through the Australian govern-

ment. The fellows come to our school to further their academic skills, and to build 

collaborations. Recently, I travelled to Myanmar to interview the nominated fellows. I 

was accompanied by Dr Terri Gibson (School of Nursing and Midwifery) and Dr 

Philippa Rasmussen (School of Nursing, Adelaide University). The visit gave 

me the opportunity to meet with the 2017 nominated fellows and the reserves to talk 

about their areas of interest and further development. I was also fortunate to meet 

with University Rectors and discipline leads who will also be visiting our school in 

2017 to look at our curricula. This is in response to an investment by the Myanmar 

Ministry of Health to upgrade their health system, which includes a widespread re-

view of health and medical curricula, as well as more universal health reforms. 

Myanmar is a beautiful country, and we were made to feel very welcome by every-

one, with people openly sharing their culture, food and history with us. They are also 

very eager to learn from us. I am looking forward to returning their hospitality in 2017.   

Yangon 

On Tuesday 25th October, I accompanied my nursing colleagues to the University of 

Nursing, Yangon in the morning, and in the afternoon I was a guest at the University 

of Medical Technology, Yangon, where I met with the rector and staff and was shown 

the teaching spaces for Physiotherapy, Medical Radiations, Laboratory Medicine and 

Prosthetics. In the evening I spent some time at the beautiful Shwedagon pagoda, 

which was only a five minute taxi ride from our hotel.  

Associate Professor Kerry Thoirs 
Associate Head (Academic) 

 

X-ray equipment for teaching at the University of 

Medical Technology, Yangon 
Shwedagon pagoda, Yangon 

Lecture theatre at the University of Medical 

Technology, Yangon 

Welcoming Kerry Thoirs to the University of Medical 

Technology, Yangong 
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Just for a 
smile... 

 

Q: What do you call a pig 

that knows karate? 

A: A pork chop! 

 

Q: Why are ghosts, bad 

liars? 

A: Because you can see 

right through them! 

 

Q: What animal needs to 

wear a wig? 

A: A bald eagle! 

 

Q: What do you get when 

you cross a snowman with 

a vampire? 

A: Frostbite! 

Mandalay 

On Thursday 27th October, I once again ac-

companied my nursing colleagues to the Uni-

versity of Nursing, Mandalay in the morning, 

and in the afternoon I was a guest at the Uni-

versity of Medical Technology, Mandalay, 

where I met with the rector and staff and was 

shown the teaching spaces for Physiothera-

py, Medical Radiations, and Laboratory Medi-

cine. After this visit two previous fellows gave 

me a tour of the Royal Palace of Mandalay; 

Mandalay is the old royal capital of Myanmar. 

 

School of Health Sciences First Years Student BBQ 
Despite a blustery, but sunny day, a successful School of Health Sciences First Years 
Student BBQ was held on Thursday, 20 October at City East Plaza. This event was fund-
ed by a Student Experience grant. Library and Student Engagement Unit staff and senior 
students were on hand to answer questions and provide advice. Thanks to everyone who 
helped on the day.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Spice Event 
The School also won two other Student Experience grants which will enable  the School to 
host a ‘Spiced’ event in March 2017. 

Inside the Royal Palace grounds, Mandalay 

Physiotherapy teaching space at University of Medical 

Technology, Mandalay 

X-ray equipment at University of Medical Technology, 

Mandalay 

https://www.google.com.au/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjW1sPat_fOAhURtJQKHRKqAFcQjRwIBw&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.pinterest.com%2Fpip1015%2Fphysiotherapy-matters%2F&bvm=bv.131783435,d.dGo&psig=AFQjCNEvuT5BAG1bSqe_5HOHN
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Congratulations 
A special mention and congratulations to Nayana Parange on her prestigious 
achievements this year which were also noted by the PVC and Provost: 

Nayana Parange awarded 2016 OLT Citation - Dr Nayana Parange - For foster-
ing sustained, authentic learning among tomorrow's obstetric and gynaecologic 
sonographers in a fully online postgraduate course. 

Nayana Parange winner of 2016 National Diversity Award instituted by Aus-
tralian Centre for Leadership for Women (ACLW) for 2016 International Women’s 
Day – ACLW 2016 Diversity Award Category:  ‘Empowers Rural, Regional and 
Remote Women in a Community or Organisation in Australia’. 

Nayana Parange awarded an international award for online education – the 
2016 Effective Practice Award from the Online Learning Consortium, United States 
of America – Award will be presented in November at Walt Disney World, Florida . 

Clinical Communication Resources 
The Quality Interprofessional Learning (QUIL) Implementation Group, led by Associate Professor Kerry Thoirs, is devel-
oping a range of clinical communication learning modules. The focus is on supporting students before they embark on 
their first clinical placement. A range of videos has been developed which can be embedded into courses, as well as a 
number of other online resources. Please see the clinical communication website for more information.  

Spice Event 
Our Student Experience Grant proposal to hold a SPICED event at City East campus was accepted. The event is to 
encourage student engagement, campus vibrancy, healthy eating and opportunities for skills development. 

SPICED at City EAST is based on the City West event which is so popular that 
we thought this could be replicated at City East.  

The event will be free and held from 5-10pm on the Hetzel Plaza on Wednesday, 
29 March and will involve about 150 local and international students and aca-
demic staff all mixing and getting to know each other in an informal setting. Stu-
dents will gather around long tables to prepare food that is then shared together, 
with cooking demonstrations and music.  After the meal there will be a film shown 
on the Plaza on a big movie screen. 

The second successful Student Experience Grant proposal was for the purchase of 
an iPod, Spotify app and licence to allow for music to be played on the Plaza and at 
events. 

 

 

 

Associate Professor Craig Williams, Professor Rachel Gibson, Dr Nayana Parange, 
Dr Lois McKellar, Ms Cathy Kempster and Professor Allan Evans 

SPICED at City West 

http://www.ireachcontent.com/news-releases/online-learning-consortium-announces-recipients-of-2016-olc-awards-and-effective-practice-awards-595840081.html
https://lo.unisa.edu.au/mod/page/view.php?id=733059
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Peer Review of Teaching 
On Friday, 16 September Dr Dale Wache, Academic Developer from the Teaching and 

Innovation Unit, explained how the Summative Peer Review of Teaching works. Dr David 

Birbeck also explained the Peer Partnerships program which is run out of the Division of 

Health Sciences Teaching Innovation Unit team. 

Health Sciences Teaching Academics Network 
session: Supporting students and their learning 
On Thursday, 27 October Stephen Manson and Kristin Marks provided a Health Scienc-
es Teaching Academic Network session regarding supporting students and their learn-
ing. This session was split into two parts: 

Part 1. Disability Action Plan: Stephen Manson (Manager: Counselling and Inclusion) 

A student hands you a disability action plan. What do you say? What do you do? What 
does it even mean! 

Stephen Manson led a discussion to help you know what your legal responsibilities are 
and some practical strategies for both you and the student. 

Part 2. Challenges to student learning: Kirstin Marks (Manager: Learning Advisers) 

Students typically see the Learning Advisers when they need help with their learning or 
with assessment.  

Kirstin Marks led a discussion about the types of challenges faced by the students they 
see every day in the SEU from the Division of Health Sciences with a view to how we 
can better work together to support them. 

 

 
 

Learning and Teaching 
Lunchtime Sessions 

ATN Grants Scheme for Excellence in 
Learning and Teaching 2017  
 
The Australian Technology Network (ATN) has established a 
collaborative grants scheme for Excellence in Learning and 
Teaching. The aim of the grants program is to provide funding 
to facilitate scholarship and research into learning and teach-
ing, and promote systemic change in the sector. 
Call for proposals  
 
The ATN are calling for academic and professional staff to 
submit applications for Strategic Initiative Grants to investi-
gate, discover, develop and implement innovations in learning 
and teaching in higher education. 
A maximum of $470,000 is available for Strategic Initiative 
Grants (up to $235,000 per Strategic Initiative Grant). 
The duration of Strategic Initiative projects is one year.  
 

Requests for extensions to two years will only be considered 
for very large projects (a large project being over $150,000). 
 

Eligibility  
 
Full-time, part-time and sessional academic and professional 
staff who are actively involved in learning and teaching related 
activities are eligible to apply for the Strategic Initiative Grants. 

 Applicants must be employees of an ATN institution 

(Curtin, QUT, RMIT, UniSA and UTS). 

 Other education bodies, associations, industry or entities 

can be a partner. Students may also be included on pro-
ject teams. 

 
Applications close 16 November 2016 and can be made via 
the ATN website. 
For more information please contact: 
Professor Shane Dawson, Director: Teaching and Innovation 
Unit on (08) 830 27850 

http://www.atn.edu.au/ltgrants
mailto:shane.dawson@unisa.edu.au
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We recently conducted the first Advanced Sport Science Inter-
national Study Tour.  

Dr Adam Hewitt and Prof Kevin Norton along with 16 Hu-
man Movement students embarked on a study tour focusing 
on high performance sport to see what professional and colle-
giate sports within the USA had to offer in terms of the pursuit 
of improving performance.  

The group spent approximately two and 
a half weeks in the USA and had lec-
tures and sessions every day. The itiner-
ary included sporting organisations and 
college athletic programs including: 

 Philadelphia 76ers 

 Philadelphia Eagles 

 Red Bull High Performance Centre 

 University of Oregon 

 Nike International Headquarters 

 Seattle Seahawks 

 University of Washington 

 Seattle Sounders  

Although the facilities the group visited were amazing, more 
impressive were the people we met and the future collabora-
tions including research and student opportunities. Students 
had opportunities to see and be immersed in the application of 
sport science principles as well as being able to discuss in 
detail career pathways and sport science principles with world 
leaders in their field. 

The feedback from the students was fantastic. With students 
rating the experience “the best thing they 
have done in their 3 year degree”, that 
it “provided a greater understanding of the 
roles in sport science and the pathways 
to work in the industry” and that they 
“feel as though they have an edge on 
other graduates”. 

Overall it was a fantastic academic learn-
ing experience for the students and one 
that will stay with them in their lifelong en-
deavors. 

 
 
 
 

 

 

FOCUS 
            on 
   Teaching 
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Associate Head of School 
(Research) Report 
Since our last newsletter we have indulged in a festival of research you’ll see both below 
and in the Research Centre reports, we’ve had a number of wins recently at the Division-
al, University, and external levels – so a huge congratulations to all involved! 

Research Week 2016  

Our annual Research week provides an opportunity to showcase the work of current 
Higher Degree by research (HDR- PhD and Masters) candidates and staff. This year, the 
week kicked off with invited presentations from a range of early career researchers in the 
SAHMRI auditorium. 

The mid candidature HDR Poster session was well attended with posters being 
judged by Prof Pat Buckley, A/Prof Craig Williams, and Prof Roger Eston. Congratu-
lations to the three finalists - Emma Karran, 
Braden Mitchell, Brad Stenner; with Emma 
Karran taking out the win overall. The Peo-

ple’s Choice award went to Braden Mitchell.  

Feedback collected from staff and HDR candi-
dates on this year’s research week has been 
extremely positive. The inclusion of the Invited 
Staff Presentations (including ECR’s) has re-
ceived very positive feedback including com-
ments such as: 

“Very informative- good to hear from people you 

would not normally hear from” and  

“I found this to be a great inclusion and good to 

see the diversity from different research centres”. Associate Professor Marie Williams 
Associate Professor Marie Williams 
Associate Head (Research) 

2016 Research Week  

 

MIND 

BLOWN 
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Some of the comments and sug-
gestions for next year’s research 
week are: 

“More champagne”,  

“Tim Olds must be included in 

every debate (either as chair per-

son or participant). Continue with 

the ECR presentations”,  

“In general, research week was 

much more enjoyable this year 

compared to last year. Good 

work”!   

 

Debate—Research is Business (yes apparently it’s true) 

The Research Week Debate contin-
ues to be educational, alarming and 
entertaining in equal measures. 
Moderated by Prof Tim Olds, the 
Affirmative team (Prof Jon Buckley, 
Dr Saravana Kumar, Jodie 
Quilliam) outlasted the Negative 
team (Dr Helen Banwell, A/Prof 
Susan Hillier, Max Nelson). This 
win gives Prof Jon Buckley the hat 
trick, having lead various debating 
teams to success over the last three 
consecutive years. Jon has an-
nounced he will be retiring from this 
leadership position (undefeated). 

Congratulations to 
our newest Drs  
(Phd graduates) 

Dr Ashley Fulton (ARENA), Dr 
Stine Høj (CPHR) and Dr Chris 
Bishop (iCAHE), who join our previous seven PhD graduands this year, bringing our total to date to 10 (with an-
other eight candidates currently under examination).  

Completion times –how are we tracking? 
Higher research degrees, such as PhDs are allocated four years (full time) or eight years (part time) in which to complete. 
To complete “in time”, a candidate aims to submit the thesis for examination within the time allowed for candidature. Be-
tween 2013-2015, on average 77% of HDR candidates enrolled within the School of Health Sciences completed within the 
time allowed for candidature.  

 

“The brainless versus the heartless” 
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This is a great effort for all of the HDR candidates who have completed over the past couple of years. Behind each one of these 
graduates is a team of supervisors guiding, encouraging and providing the lion’s share of the research training.  Below is a 
snapshot of the supervisors within the School of Health Sciences responsible for achieving this high percentage of students 
completing on time. 

2013 2014 2015 2016 (to date) 

School of Health Science Completions 

(Within 
time: 

overtime) 

% within 
candidature 

(Within 
time: 

overtime) 

% within 
candidature 

(Within 
time: over-

time) 

% within 
candidature 

(Within 
time: over-

time) 

% within 
candidature 

13 (10:3) 76.9% 8 (5:3) 62.5% 11 (10:1) 90.9% 7 (5:2) 71.4% 

 Number of candidates  enrolled in School of Health Sciences completed  

since 2011 

(Principal or co-principal) 

% of HDR 
candidates 
completing 
on time 

 11 6 5 4 3 2 1 

100%  Karen 
Grimmer 

Shylie  
Mackintosh 

 
Jon Buckley 

 
Marie  

Williams 
 

Natalie  
Parletta 

 
Saravana  

Kumar 

Carol  
Maher 

 
Dominic 
Thewlis 

Gaynor 
Parfitt 

 
Kobie 

Boshoff 
 

Roger 
Eston 

 David  Roder 

Karen Murphy 

Kerin O’Dea 

Kevin Norton 

Lorraine Sheppard 

Mark Daniel 

Allan Crockett 

Catherine Paquet 

Ian Edwards 

Kerry Thoirs 

Maarten Immink 

Michelle McDonnell 

Steve Milanese 

80 -  99% Tim 
Olds 

 Lorimer 
Moseley 

Jim Dollman 

Alison Coates 

    

70 -79%    Mandy 
Stanley 
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New Impact award 

At Research Week we announced the new Impact award which replaces the old 
Conference award.  

This Award is to recognise significant achievements in research impact from HDR 
candidates enrolled in the School of Health Sciences (HLS). The prize is 

$2000 cash 
which is conditional upon presenting during Research week and submission of the 
report for the newsletter. 

To be eligible for this award, candidates must be: 

 Enrolled in a Higher Degree by Research (PhD or MRes) through School of 

Health Sceinces 

 Thesis submitted for examination  between 1st July 2016 – 30th June 2017 

(current financial year) 

 Thesis submitted within 3.5 years ( PhD FTE) or 2.0 years ( MRes FTE) of can-

didature 

The award will be judged by a panel consisting of Dean: Research Operations, 
Dean: Graduate Studies, Director: R&IS, a UniSA Professor external to HLS. 

Early Career Researcher International Travel 
Grant  

I’m delighted to announce the launch of the Early Career Researcher International 

Travel Grant (ECRITG) scheme.  This scheme replaces the Early Career Research-

er Networking Awards and provides Early Career Researchers (ECRs) who have the 

potential to become future research leaders, with an opportunity to visit an interna-

tionally based research group or industry collaborator.  Supported visits will assist to 

develop or enhance an effective international collaboration to further the ECR’s re-

search, accelerate its translation and establish their profile as a researcher. The 

ECRITG will enable positive research opportunities for both the ECR and the Univer-

sity, through the creation of international relationships and the sharing of knowledge. 

 Aligned with the University’s Research and Innovation Strategic Plan 2016-2020 

Inspired, Partnered, Excellence, the ECRITG provides an opportunity to work to-

wards achievements outlined in four of the five strategic pillars, including Research 

Culture, Research Excellence, Research Leadership and Research Partnerships.   

A maximum of $12,000 per grant is available. To promote equity, along with the 

costs of travel and accommodation the funding may be used towards costs involving 

childcare which will enable the applicant to take part in the scheme.  

 More information and the application form for the grant can be found HERE. 

Professor Tanya Monro  
Deputy Vice Chancellor: Research and Innovation  
Chancellery and Council Services (CHA)  
Chancellery (CHY) 

 Come 
on! 

Become a  
Research  
Volunteer,  

find out about 
cool stuff and  

be part of a  

SOLUTION 
 

 

There are loads of 

research studies 

currently seeking 

participants. Go check it 

out at our  

Sansom Institute for 

Health Research  

Website: 

 

http://

www.unisa.edu.au/

Research/Sansom-

Institute-for-Health-

Research/Laboratories-

and-Facilities/Clinical-

Trial-Facility/

Volunteers/ 

http://w3.unisa.edu.au/res/grants/Internal_Funding_Schemes/ECRITG/ECRITG.asp
http://www.unisa.edu.au/Research/Sansom-Institute-for-Health-Research/Laboratories-and-Facilities/Clinical-Trial-Facility/Volunteers/
http://www.unisa.edu.au/Research/Sansom-Institute-for-Health-Research/Laboratories-and-Facilities/Clinical-Trial-Facility/Volunteers/
http://www.unisa.edu.au/Research/Sansom-Institute-for-Health-Research/Laboratories-and-Facilities/Clinical-Trial-Facility/Volunteers/
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FOCUS 
            on 
PHD Research 
The Influence of the Mechanical Whole Body 
Vibrational Forces Experienced During Mili-
tary Land Transit on Dismounted Combatant 
Physical Performance 
As part of an industry collaboration with the Defence Science Technology Group 
we have been tasked with exploring the influence of the mechanical forces expe-
rienced during military land transit on the human body and aspects of physical 
performance. During periods of military land transit, occupants are exposed to a 
range of adverse conditions and upon dismount, required to perform a number 
of physically demanding tasks whereby the success or failure can heavily impact 
their health and safety. Currently, the impact of these mechanical forces on the 
human body and resulting physical performance is unclear.  

The study we designed consisted of three steps; firstly to identify the military 
land transit experiences of Australian Defence Force (ADF) infantry personnel, 
secondly to design a simulation that would accurately represent the ‘typical’ land 
transit experiences previously identified, and thirdly to explore the influence of 
this ‘typical’ experience on the attributes of physical performance that underpin 
the tasks commonly performed by ADF infantry personnel. 

Based on the data collected during the first step, a two hour simulation of the 
forces experienced by occupants of the Bushmaster Protected Mobility Vehicle 
(PMV) (pictured) was developed and simulated using a six degree of freedom 
motion system (pictured). During these simulations participants were secured to 
a seat taken from the Bushmaster PMV using the seats build in harness, and 
required to wear the tiered body armour system as worn by ADF personnel, ensuring that the simulation was representative 
of the real world conditions. 

Prior to the two hour simulation, participants completed a battery of performance tests consist-
ing of the following; drop jump from a height of 0.65m, 20m sprint and reactive agility drill, arm-
hand steadiness test, isometric mid-thigh pull, and sit and reach test. These tests were select-
ed to assess a range of physical and psychomotor attributes that underpin the tasks routinely 
performed by ADF infantry personnel following a period of transit. In addition to the perfor-
mance measures we are also examining the muscle activity of a number of postural muscles 
using surface EMG. Using these data we hope to identify potential mechanisms, such as the 
onset of muscle fatigue, which may explain any observed changes in physical performance. 

With data collection approaching completion, we are currently in the process of recruiting a 
small population of ADF infantry personnel to take part in a small pilot study. The purpose of 
this pilot study is two-fold; firstly to provide validation of both the Bushmaster PMV simulation 
and the performance tasks, and secondly to support the results of the previous study allowing 
us to apply the results of our research to the military population. 

The information gained from this study will provide the ADF with important data regarding the 
impact of prolonged military transits on the human body and physical performance, and have 
the potential for improving both the safety and performance of the ADF’s infantry units.  

Mr Thomas Debenedictis, PhD Candidate 
School of Health Sciences 

Mr Thomas Debenedictis 
PhD Candidate 
School of Health Sciences 

Motion system used to simulate Bushmaster 
transit 

Bushmaster Protected Mobility Vehicle 
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Clinical Operations Report 
City West Interdisciplinary Clinic 

The City West Interdisciplinary Clinic development is progressing nicely and the team 

was presented with the design options and material samples last week. Some facade 

changes have also been modified due to council broader restrictions. Below are 

some of the imagery presented to the team for discussion. 

The Allied Health Clinics continue to prove valuable for the community with regular 

feedback reflecting the benefits, well done to our students and staff! 

Some examples of feedback from clinic clients: 

 

Mobile Allied Health Clinic 
T: +61 8 8302 1068 
E: Tim.Brooke-
Smith@unisa.edu.au 
  
Magill Allied Health Clinic 
UniSA Magill Campus 
Enter from Bundey Street 
E Building (Room E1-22), Magill 
T: +61 8 8302 4013 
E: magillhealthclin-
ics@unisa.edu.au 
 
City East Gymnasium 
UniSA City East Campus 
Cnr North Tce and Frome Rd 
Centenary Building 
Level 2 (C2-14) 
T: +61 8 8302 1496 
E: exercisebene-
fits@unisa.edu.au 
  
Magill Gymnasium 
UniSA Magill Campus 
Sports Centre—Enter from 
Bundey Street 
Magill 
T: +61 8 8302 2560 
E: exercisebene-
fits@unisa.edu.au 
  
Magill Swimming Pool 
UniSA Magill Campus 
Sports Centre—Enter from 
Bundey Street 
E Building,  Magill 
T: +61 8 8302 4570 
E: magillpool@unisa.edu.au 
 
 
 

Ms Jodie Quilliam 
Manager: Clinical Operations 

“T… has shown himself to be exceptionally motivated, single minded, 

understanding, focused, attentive, firm whilst being a gentleman and has 

been prepared to put in time and effort to research my condition and deal 

with it honestly. I wish him the very best however I am confident he will be 

successful and a great ambassador.“ The student was also given the 

highest score for Professionalism, Knowledge and Respectfulness. 

“I was impressed with the standard of care from students. Students have 

demonstrated a high level of knowledge and are professional. I find it 

difficult to think of an area where the students could improve. Please 

continue the good work.” 

“I found the student very professional & appreciated the help to rehabilitate 

my injury.” 

“The student was very professional & answered all of my questions & 

advised me how to prevent the injury again.” 
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Come and swim at the UniSA Magill Swimming pool situated at the Magill Campus off Bundey Street.  
The pool is 25 metres in length, with 8 lanes and is gas heated to a constant temperature of 28 degrees.   

 
The pool is NOW OPEN for the 2016/17 swimming season. 

 
The UniSA Swim School runs lessons after school time during Term 4 and Term 1.  

Bookings for Term 4 - 2016 swimming lessons are now open.  
 

Lessons run: 
Monday to Friday from 4pm-6pm and  

Saturdays from 9-11am.   
 

Something new at the pool 
We now also run Learn to Swim and Stroke Correction for adults as well as water aerobics. 

 
Please visit our website www.unisa.edu.au/health/fitness,  

email magillpool@unisa.edu.au or call 8302 4570 for more details.  
 

UniSA Pool at the Magill Campus is open every day to staff and students as well as the public except public holidays, 
we look forward to seeing you here. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.unisa.edu.au/Health-Sciences/Services/Health-clinics/Health-and-Fitness-Centres/swim/
mailto:magillpool@unisa.edu.au
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PROGRAM DIRECTOR REPORTS 
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Bachelor of Health Science 
(Honours) 
 

The Division of Health Science Honors program draws to an end for another year. We 
have six students presenting the Research proposals/Literature reviews at an oral 
presentation on Thursday, 14 November (more details will be sent out closer to the 
event but I encourage all staff to come out and support the students presenting their 
work to date). We also have 9 students presenting their final research theses for as-
sessment. As usual there is a diverse range of topics and project methodologies pre-
sented. The standard for Divisional Honors projects continues to rise and this year is no 
exception.  

Also a huge thank you to all staff who have put their hands up for assessing Research 
proposals, literature reviews and research theses. 

A summary of three final projects that have been submitted for the Division of Health 
Sciences Honors program is presented below. 

An evaluation of the effectiveness of the Strength for 
Life program in increasing strength and balance in 
older adults, and the subsequent impact on an individ-
ual's risk of falling 

Student: Tayla Haslam 

Supervisors :  Dr. Kade Davison, Kirsty Rawlings, 
Danielle Girard 

 

The Strength for Life (SFL) program is a community 
based, strength and balance exercise program, designed 
specifically for older adults aged ≥50 years who are living 

independently within the South Australian community. This study aimed to examine 
whether participation in the SFL program, 1-3 times per week for 12 weeks, improved 
muscular strength, balance, health related quality of life (QOL), physical function and 
decreases the risk of falls in adults 50 years and over. 

64 participants were recruited and underwent a baseline assessment. The mean num-
ber of sessions attended was 1.07 ±0.43 per week. Significant improvements were 
measured in the Sit to Stand, Timed Up and Go, Bicep Curl Test, 6-Minute Walk and 
the Balance Screening Tool. However, no significant improvement was evident in QOL 
measures, Grip Strength, FROP-com screening tool and Single Leg Stance Eyes 
Closed. This study found that participation in SFL is beneficial in improving upper and 
lower body strength, balance, aerobic capacity, mobility and overall physical function, 
irrespective of the variability of sessions attended over the 12 weeks. Further research 
is needed to determine the direct effect SFL has on falls prevention within this popula-
tion.  

 

Dr Steven Milanese 
Program Director 

http://www.royalfashionist.com/fitness-and-nutrition/
http://www.google.com.au/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwj52IOC4vfPAhVGkZQKHcYgCUMQjRwIBw&url=http://www.clipartpanda.com/categories/weights-clip-art-free&bvm=bv.136593572,bs.1,d.dGo&psig=AFQjCNFY6L9yF4lrQ6nZzISfgH3314__dA
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Short-term heat acclimation at equivalent heat index: 
effect on physiological adaptations and cycling perfor-
mance. 

Student: Samuel Tebbeck 

Supervisors: Prof Jon Buckley, Clint Bellenger, Dr Jamie 
Stanley 

 

In collaboration with UniSA and the South Australian Sports 
Institute (SASI), this study explored the effects of humidity 
during bouts of heat exposure on subsequent endurance cy-
cling performance in temperate conditions. It is known that 

exposure to heat promotes physiological adaptations which can improve athletic perfor-
mance in hot and temperate conditions. What is less clear is the effect of differing combi-
nations of temperature and relative humidity, standardised by a heat index (HI: a measure 
of perceived temperature). The primary aim of our study was to compare a humid versus 
dry short-term heat acclimation protocol standardised by HI on endurance cycling perfor-
mance in temperate conditions. A secondary aim was to investigate potential differences in 
physiological adaptations arising from the two different environmental conditions during 
heat acclimation.  

Eleven well-trained male cyclists completed 2 x 5-day exposures in random order at a HI of 
44, in either 32˚C and 80% RH (humid) or 43˚C and 20% RH (dry) conditions. We hypothe-
sised that humid heat acclimation would provide a greater physiological adaptation due to 
differences in thermoregulatory mechanisms throughout heat acclimation. Findings sup-
ported this; plasma volume expansion was better retained; and energy expenditure and 
oxygen consumption reduced which coincided with an increase in gross efficiency for a 
given workload when compared to dry heat acclimation. Despite the greater physiological 
adaptations following humid heat acclimation, within- and between- condition changes 
were unclear in subsequent endurance cycling performance in temperate conditions. Prac-
tically, findings will help guide practitioners on ideal environmental conditions to utilise 
when prescribing heat acclimation. 

 

The effect of chokeberry (Aronia melanocarpa) supplementation on cerebrovascular 
reactivity in overweight, older adults: a randomised, double blind crossover study. 

Student: Lucy Fairlie-Jones 

Supervisors: Dr Alison Hill, Dr Kade Davison  

 

After finishing my bachelor’s degree in nutrition and food science last year, I went on to 
study an honours degree to experience the exciting world of research first hand. I conduct-
ed a literature review, which informed me that anthocyanins, a polyphenol in berries and 
other purple foods, had been shown to improve vascular function in the heart and peripher-
al regions of the body. However, little to no research had examined the effect of anthocya-
nins on vascular function in the brain.  

Consequently, my honours project involved examining the effect of a specific, anthocyanin-
rich berry extract on brain vessel health in older, overweight men and women. To accom-
plish this, I recruited 28 participants to be involved in a randomised, placebo-controlled, 
double-blind, 3-way crossover dietary intervention. Participants consumed a daily supple-
ment for 2-weeks, and I measured cerebral reactivity (ability of the vessels to dilate in re-
sponse to a hypercapnic stimulus) via ultrasound before and after supplementation with 
either a placebo, 250mg or 500mg berry extract supplement.  

I found that supplementation did not significantly improve vascular reactivity, however there 
was a trend towards an effect with the 250mg berry extract. These findings, in addition to 
previous research connecting berry consumption with a protective effect against Alzhei-
mer’s disease and stroke, suggest there is a need for further research in this area. 

Over the course of the study, and with the support of my supervisors, I was able to inde-
pendently manage this research project, deepen my understanding in the areas of func-
tional foods and vascular function, and attain a greater understanding of how randomised 
controlled trials are conducted. Overall the experience was highly valuable, and has 
equipped me with the ability to work and learn independently. 

 

Just for a 
smile... 

 

When I found out my 

toaster wasn’t waterproof   

I was shocked! 

 

Q: How do you make a 

witch itch? 

A: Take away the W 

 

Q: Why didn’t the skeleton 

go to the ball? 

A: Because he had no 

BODY to go with 

 

Q: What kind of monster 

loves to disco? 

A: The boogieman 

 

Q: What did the ghost 

teacher say to her class? 

A: Watch the board and I’ll 

go through it again... 

https://www.google.com.au/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjGs_HE4_fPAhUBjJQKHSK9BgQQjRwIBw&url=https://www.pinterest.com/pin/36591815696170899/&bvm=bv.136593572,bs.1,d.dGo&psig=AFQjCNFwu_83E0d0XuuShc1Sr2WZ3OR_bA&ust=147754
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Clinical Exercise Physiology 

Program Report 
The 4th year CEP cohort are currently honing their skills and knowledge at various 
placement sites around Adelaide and beyond and this month’s CEP contribution 
includes two reports from students undertaking placement at two of the more 
interesting and challenging sites we have at present. I greatly enjoyed reading about 
their experiences. 

Kade Davison 
Program Director – Clinical Exercise Physiology 
 

 

Helping Hand Aged Care 

I was lucky enough to partake in six 
week placement block throughout 
September and October at Helping 
Hand Aged Care. I worked alongside 
AEP Alison Penington, as well as 
other care staff and Allied Health 
professionals who were all very 
knowledgeable and supportive.  

Majority of the residents I worked with 
had moderate to severe cognitive 
decline, along with multiple chronic 
conditions, which was reasonably 
challenging at times to overcome. 
Some resident’s were able to 
ambulate independently or using 
frames while others were in Mobicline 
or Princess chairs with greater 
reliance on others.  

The exercises prescribed mainly 
focused on getting the resident’s 
moving and maintaining their 
independence as much as possible in 
both group and 1:1 settings. Basic 
range of motion exercises, balance 
and strengthening were the main 
aspects of the exercise sessions. We 
tried to make all the exercises as fun and enjoyable as possible for the resident’s, 
often incorporating music, singing and dancing.  

The variability between each resident meant the exercise prescription needed to be 
quite creative and adaptable. Some residents were enthusiastic to take part in any 
exercise one day, while the next day when asked they would respond “why would I 
want to do that”. For some of the more challenging residents it was a great 
accomplishment if we were able to get them to watch the group exercise session and 
enjoy the social aspect.  

Each day was different, but I always found myself smiling and having a laugh with the 
residents. I enjoyed listening to the many stories they had to tell (even though I had 
often heard them before) and could tell how much they appreciated the time we had 
given them. My time at Helping Hand emphasised how important and how much 
basic exercise and movement, as well as social interaction are needed for these 
populations. 

Georgia Perkins (Exercise Physiology Student)  

Exercise Physiology 

Clinic 

UniSA City East Campus 

Cnr North Tce and  

Frome Rd 

Centenary Building 

Level 2 (C2-08) 

T: +61 8 8302 2078 

E: exercisephysiolo-

gy.clinic@unisa.edu.au 

Dr Kade Davison 
Program Director 
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 Just for a 
smile... 

 

I gave my dead batteries 

away 

Free of charge! 

 

Q: Where do baby ghosts 

go during the day? 

A: Day-scare centres 

 

Q: What do birds say on 

Halloween? 

A: Twick o Tweet 

 

Q: What is the most im-

portant subject a witch 

learns at school? 

A: Spelling 

Experience on the Psychogeriatric 
Ward at the Repatriation Hospital 

My second placement block was on Ward 18, the psychogeriatric 
ward, at the Repatriation General Hospital. This was initiated by my 
supervisor, Eloise Hoile (OT), who had heard of the success of a 
previous exercise physiology student at the Margaret Tobin Centre. 
As the first EP student at the site it took a while for me to work out 
where I fitted in.  

The site takes patient’s over 50 years, so there was a broad variety in 
clients, from those that were relatively fit and were able to participate 
in individualised gym programs to those that were confined to a bed. 

The Physiotherapist had already set up a number of basic exercise 
programs run primarily by Allied Health Assistants which I was able to 
lead and give advice on. I created a resource to educate the AHA’s on 
different types of exercise and the role of exercise in Mental Health, along with 
information that could also be provided to patients upon discharge. I was also 
able to prescribe and deliver one on one programs which targeted specific co-
morbidities or functional outcomes and gave patients a sense of achievement and 
progression in their healing. 

In such an acute setting it is difficult to highlight what improvements are due to 
physical activity and due to other interventions such as changes in medication, 
but it was positive to improve people during my time with them. For example I was 
able to assist one lady who was unable to rise from bed and ended up being able 
to walk 75m around the ward. I also noticed that a lady with T2D recorded her first 
BGL reading under 10mmol/L after joining in on the exercise group. It was 
important to not only encourage the patients to participate and congratulate them 
on success but also to educate them on the importance of exercise and how to 
maintain their participation. It is important to continually encourage the patients 
and I found it extremely valuable to chat to them about positive experiences in 
their lives without having to focus on their current Mental Health as the doctors or 
psychologists have to do. 

As the first EP student there, I was able to educate both allied health staff, nurses 
and patients of the role of AEPs in Mental Health. It was fantastic to hear their 
positive responses and for them to recognise the importance of our profession 
within this field.  

There is still a long way to go in integrating EP services within Mental Health 
treatment but the recognition is slowly building. 

Lia Evans (Exercise Physiology Student) 

Repatriation General Hospital 
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Dr Janette Young 
Program Director 

Health Science 
Program  

Report 
Hello! 

I’m Janette Young and am the current 
Program Director for the Bachelor of 
Health Sciences (or IBHL for short). We 
are just a small core teaching team of 2 
and a bit but we thought it would be nice 
to introduce ourselves over the next cou-
ple of issues. So I am first cab off the 
rank on the basis of “that’s what you get 
for being boss”. 

Background 

I completed Social Work straight from 
school before most of my current stu-
dents were born (!) and from there 
worked in community aged services spe-
cialising in dementia care for about 10 
years. Working with older people as a 
young person was a privilege. Older peo-
ple are our historical reservoirs, and 
learning about “getting older” is some-
thing that I am carrying with me as I be-
come not so young myself. From there I 
headed into state government working in 
planning and policy re adoptions, home-
lessness, domestic violence, prisoner 
health, gambling addiction, community 
engagement….all complicated topics that 
affect people in our community in very 
personal ways. I kept studying while I 
was working (basically I am nosey – I just 
love finding out about things) and this 
lead to some scholarship funded re-
search, and the idea that a working class 
kid from Elizabeth could become a real 
PhD doctor! Hence here I am post – PhD 
at UniSA.  

Teaching  

I have taught across many courses now 
but my field is social sciences with an 
interest in health as a social condition 
and experience. Having worked in the 
health system I teach about that too. My 
interest is always in complexity, ques-
tions of power and messiness. I am still 
surprised to enjoy teaching – it was never 
on my list of careers! 

Research  

My interest is in what creates health and 
wellness – particularly mental wellbeing. 
Lots of health promotion is about telling 
people what they aren’t doing, I’m really 
interested in identifying and exploring the 

things that we do that work for us. My 
current research focus is on how older 
people report their pets impacting 
on their health. “They give me joy” 
is the line that one man used re-
peatedly. At the extreme we have 
had people talking about how hav-
ing their pets has prevented them 
from ending their lives. So pets are 
powerful! But there are many barri-
ers that can prevent people from 
continuing to have these human: 
non-human relationships as we 
age – let’s find them and figure 
how we can reduce them for the 
benefits of people and animals. 
Having been looking at this topic 
for a few years it is exciting to see 
it starting to bubble with small pro-
jects, policy discussions and gen-
eral interest increasing. There is a 
growing cohort of pets and people 
interested researchers in SA; some 
are writing chapters for two book 
contracts Neil Carr (Otago Universi-
ty) and I are looking at the intersection of 
human and animal leisure. 

Favourites 

Pottering around home (with pets), hang-
ing out with good friends, community 
history and chocolate. 

Bachelor of Health Sci-
ences – some things 
you might not know: 

We are 10 years old in 2017!! We have a 
team of students looking at how we can 
celebrate our 10 years so watch this 
space! 

The difference between the Bachelor of 
Health Sciences at UniSA compared to 
Adelaide Uni and Flinders (who also have 
BHSc’s) is that our focus is much more 
strongly on the intersection of bio-medical 
and social sciences as they relate to 
health and wellbeing. We have a strong 
interest in supporting our students to de-
velop skills in finding jobs in the very di-
verse, fragmented, changeable, but also 
very exciting areas of non-clinical health. 
This includes healthy ageing, health ad-
ministration, health promotion and social 
marketing, health research, policy and 
program planning and development… 
and lots of other spaces.  

We now have one PhD (Dr Stefania Ve-
lardo) and two current candidates among 
our grads. 

 

Dr Janette Young with puppies Sookie 
(Lala) and Jack 
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Human Movement  
Program Report 
 

Exercise & Sports Science Australia (ESSA), formerly 
known as the Australian Association for Exercise and 
Sports Science (AAESS), was founded in 1991. UniSA 
Graduates of the Exercise Science stream at UniSA 
within Human Movement have been successful in gain-
ing accreditation as Exercise Scientists through individu-
al applications since the inception of this membership 
category. A number of Exercise Scientists have main-
tained professional lives as an Exercise Scientist, others 
have used it as a springboard to other fields in the sport, 
health and physical activity industries. Still others have 

progressed to become Clinical Exercise Physiologists with many undertaking post gradu-
ate study in areas such as strength and conditioning, Sports Science, Higher Degrees, 
Occupational Therapy, Physiotherapy, Education, Management, Sonography, Paramed-
ics, Medicine, Social Work and the list goes on. 

ESSA was an organisation formed to establish national standards and guidelines for Ex-
ercise Science professionals and to promote continued development and professionalism 
of this field. ESSA has evolved and so have their standards with revised Exercise Sci-
ence elements issued in August 2013. In 2014 UniSA embarked on a process to review 
the Human Movement program to ensure that a clear and distinct pathway to member-
ship of ESSA as an Exercise Scientist would be available to meet the new standards, with 
a view to UniSA gaining accreditation with ESSA for this award.  

To quote ESSA: 

Accredited exercise scientists (AESs) hold an undergraduate degree in the field of exer-
cise and sports science. They specialise in the design, implementation and evaluation of 
exercise and physical activity for healthy people. They provide programs for improving 
general health, the prevention of chronic diseases, health promotion and enhanced sports 
performance. AESs work in hospitals, community health units, workplaces, gymnasiums 
and in education. 

An AES working in a gymnasium can: 

 create an exercise program that helps you achieve your fitness goals 

 instruct you in the right way to do the exercises 

 monitor your progress and adapt the program so you continue to improve 

 provide encouragement and feedback on your progress.  

An AES who works in a hospital or in community health may assist you by: 

 delivering general health programs 

 running a group fitness session 

 supervising exercise programs set by an exercise physiologist or physiotherapist 

 performing a cardiac test or fitting a cardiac monitoring device 

 monitor a sleep test.  

In the workplace AESs: 

 perform workplace health testing 

 run workplace health education programs 

 take corporate exercise classes 

 perform recruitment fitness testing.  
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Mr Scott Polley 
Program Director 

Accredited exercise scientists are also involved in educating personal trainers and in 
research projects.”  

(from https://www.essa.org.au/essa-me/how-can-an-exercise-scientist-help/ ) 

In 2015 the full program changes commenced, with new courses in Foundational 
Physical Activity and Health, Functional Anatomy, Professional Practice in Exercise 
Science, Applied Exercise and Sport Science, Research Methods and Statistics, and 
revisions of Physiology, Exercise Physiology, Exercise Delivery, Exercise Prescription 
and Biomechanics to meet the new standards and have high quality graduates capa-
ble of meeting ESSA’s scope of practice of an Exercise Scientist. 

In 2017 the Program will apply for accreditation to allow students to apply directly for 
membership with ESSA as Exercise Scientists with presentation of their transcript. If 
successful, we will join our Clinical Exercise Physiology programs as the only accred-
ited ESSA programs in South Australia. The accreditation process is a gruelling one, 
drilling down to staff, staff to student ratios, evidence of direct assessment of ele-
ments, facilities, academic results and a host of other questions and investigations 
where the Program is challenged to provide evidence to support the claim. Submis-
sion of paperwork is followed up by a site visit to talk to students, staff, graduates, 
industry and to ensure facilities and records match the claims made.  

It will be a tough and challenging process but are fully supportive of a process that 
challenges what we do in the area of Exercise Science. Through the review process 
we expect to gain a stronger picture of our strengths against national benchmarks 
and identify areas that  we might improve that this will further contribute to our aspira-
tions for excellence. 

The demand for exercise professionals is growing and many Exercise Scientists will 
combine with fields such as Psychology, Nutrition, Sports Science, Clinical Exercise 
Physiology, Management, Health and others. They play an important part in reversing 
the trend in non-communicable diseases in Australia by promoting active and healthy 
living, often working alongside other professionals in health. UniSA is proud of their 
over 40 year history in Physical Activity and their 30 year history in Exercise and 
Sports Science and if we are successful with formal accreditation with ESSA in Exer-
cise Science will be another milestone of achievement for this institution. 

Scott Polley 
Program Director 
Human Movement 

 

Human Movement Graduate—Ryan Kitto ready 
to play for Adelaide United 
In 2015 our final year Human Movement student Ryan Kitto was awarded the Sergio 
Melta Player of the years award—this year our Human Movement Graduate is playing 
for Adelaide United 

 

https://www.essa.org.au/essa-me/how-can-an-exercise-scientist-help/
http://www.adelaideunited.com.au/article/kitto-ready-to-step-up-if-called-upon/1wabznboncm1e1w38ojcvjdhel?utm_source=Exact_Target&utm_medium=Email&utm_campaign=Hyundai_A_League_WWUP_161020&utm_term=366058#Y6qKLV1WWYu4pQ3r.99
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Though the academic year is drawing to a close there is still plenty happening within 
the Medical Radiation Programs. The fourth years are completing their final clinical 
placements. They have the conference to look forward to which will be held at the 
University of South Australia on Friday, 25 November from 8.45am (Registration)  for 
a 9.00am start. If you would like to attend please let Andy Te know via email: 
andy.te@unisa.edu.au. He will be able to provide you with further details. We would 
love to see you there to hear the soon to be members of the profession provide inter-
esting presentations on a variety of topics.  

If you are involved with the supervision or mentoring of students during their clinical 
placement then we would love you to join us for the Clinical Supervisors and Mentors 
meeting being held on Monday, 14 November from 6.00pm to 8.00pm. The best part 
of this meeting is that it is being held as a virtual classroom so you don’t have to bat-
tle peak hour traffic to attend. If you are one of our interstate or rural partners this is a 
great way to link to other supervisors and mentors and all you need is a computer 
and of course internet connection. If you could register with Andy Te: 
andy.te@unisa.edu.au before the 11 November we will send you the necessary in-
formation and link so you are able to be involved. We look forward to your virtual 
involvement in this event! 

We hope we will see some of you at these events to help the graduating students 
celebrate the completion of their degree or to mix with like-minded student mentors 
or supervisors.   
 

Jane Shepherdson 

Program Director 

Associate Professor Marie Williams Ms Jane Shepherdson 
Program Director 

 

Just for a 
smile... 

 

Q: What does a ghost do 

to stay safe in a car? 

A: He puts on his sheet 

belt 

 

Q: Why did the witches 

cancel their baseball 

game? 

A: They couldn’t find their 

bats 

 

Q: What do monsters turn 

on in the summer time? 

A: The scare conditioner 

 

Q: What is a scarecrows 

favourite fruit? 

A: STRAW-berries. 

 

mailto:andy.te@unisa.edu.au
mailto:andy.te@unisa.edu.au
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The Medical Sonography Program is proud to announce that Jessie Childs has officially 
been awarded her PhD—congratulations Jessie on this outstanding achievement! Kate 
Lamb attended the Australian Society of Ultrasound National conference in Bris-
bane and Nayana Parange was awarded 2016 OLT Citation  for fostering sustained, 
authentic learning among tomorrow's obstetric and gynaecologic sonographers in a fully 
online postgraduate course. 
 

Ultrasound outreach program in Papua New 
Guinea 
After four years of annual visits to Port Moresby on her own, Nayana led a team of four 
ultrasound expert volunteers across the country, for an ultrasound outreach intensive 
program in Port Moresby from 23-26 October 2016.  

Nayana’s pioneering efforts have led to the development and formalisation of the Aus-
tralian Ultrasound Outreach education initiative in 2016, for Aboriginal and remote com-
munities in Australia as well developing countries in the Asia Pacific region, through the 
Australasian Society of Ultrasound in Medicine (ASUM), in liaison with the International 
Society of ultrasound in obstetrics and gynaecology (ISUOG) outreach. 

https://isuogoutreach.wordpress.com/2016/10/13/isuog-outreach-off-to-papua-new-
guinea/ 

Through this initiative, ultrasound experts including sonographers, sonologists, radiolo-
gists, obstetricians and maternal-fetal medicine specialists across Australia and New 
Zealand, unite under one banner and volunteer their time and efforts to provide life-
saving, ‘point of care’ ultrasound education at no cost to doctors and midwives serving 
these communities. This enables them to provide life-saving ultrasound services to pa-
tients who would otherwise not have access or would have had to travel long distances. 

Of all the countries in the Asia/Pacific region, Papua New Guinea (PNG) has the high-
est levels of maternal mortality and has actually shown little (if any) progress on achiev-
ing the previous Millennium Development Goals (MDG’s) on reducing maternal mortality 
at a staggering 230 women dying for every 100,000 (according to HDR 2014 Report). 
More statistics on PNG can be found here via the World Health Organization. 

With the levels of women dying in the country due to preventable causes, providing 
basic training in OB/GYN ultrasound is vital to help identify issues in advance. 

 
Associate Professor Marie Williams Dr Nayana Parange 
Program Director 

 

Did you 
know…. 

 

Life in the eyes of a  
Sono... 

 7 week embryo = the 
“blob” behind the ring. 
The ring represents 
the yolk sac which is 

the earliest sign of life. 

The same embryo 
seen 5 weeks later as 

a fetus. 
 

Images taken  
by Sandy Maranna on the  

GE Voluson E10 

Medical Sonography Program Report 

http://www.ireachcontent.com/news-releases/online-learning-consortium-announces-recipients-of-2016-olc-awards-and-effective-practice-awards-595840081.html
https://isuogoutreach.wordpress.com/2016/10/13/isuog-outreach-off-to-papua-new-guinea/
https://isuogoutreach.wordpress.com/2016/10/13/isuog-outreach-off-to-papua-new-guinea/
http://www.who.int/maternal_child_adolescent/epidemiology/profiles/maternal/png.pdf
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Centre Picture: Trainees proudly displaying their ASUM-ISUOG certificates, along with the trainers. Trainers seen in the 
back row: Dr Sujatha Thomas from Darwin-obstetrician and sonologist ( MBBS,  FRANZCOG, DDU), Dr Alice Robinson from 
Melbourne-obstetrician and sonologist ( MBBS, FRANSCOG, DDU, COGU), Dr Kristine Barnden from Hobart-obstetrician 
and sonologist ( MBBS, FRANZCOG, DDU). Front row shows all trainees with Nayana in the centre. Trainees included doc-
tors in OB GYN , Rural and Remote medicine, and a Health Extension Officer.  
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Associate Professor Marie Williams Mr Hugh Stewart 
Program Director 

Occupational Therapy 
Program Report 
Sue Gilbert- Hunt has just been announced as the next Sylvia Docker lectur-
er. This is a most prestigious honour for Sue and is recognition of the enormous contri-
bution she has made to the profession and to Occupational Therapy education in Aus-
tralia. Sue will present the lecture at the 2017 OT National Conference in Perth, and 
the working title is "Partnership, inclusion and innovation to manage future challeng-
es". We are all very proud of Sue's achievement. 

The program is delighted to announce that as of last month the Journal of Occupational 
Science has been included in the Emerging Sources Citation Index and is on the path 
to obtaining an impact factor. The occupational therapy program at UniSA has very 
strong ties to the journal as it was launched here in 1993 by a previous Head of 
School, Dr Ann Wilcock and was supported by the School of Health Sciences for some 
time before going to the publisher Taylor and Francis. A number of current and previ-
ous staff have contributed to the journal Editorial Board including the late Christina 
Boerema, Penny Westhorp, Dr Ben Sellar and, Dr Mandy Stanley, who is an As-
sociate Editor. 

Occupational therapy driver assessment and rehabilitation post graduate course - Dr 
Angela Berndt is co facilitating the second of two courses offered this year in 
collaboration with Flinders University driver OT researchers and the Repatriation Gen-
eral hospital driver clinic staff. The course is an updated version of the online and 
shorter intensive developed by UniSA OT program and offered here since 2003. The 
new collaboration was developed to recognise the unique contributions of the OT re-
searchers and educators who work at each institution. The updated course is already 
creating new opportunities and this student group includes people who have travelled 
from as far as the United Kingdom and who are giving excellent feedback on the new 
model.  

OT Week 
We have just finished a success-
ful OT week celebration, and 
OT staff attended a 'breakfast in 
the dark' put on by the Guide 
Dogs and OT Australia in the 
Bradford Gallery at City West. 
Ever eaten your breakfast blind-
folded?  Amazing how good it 
tastes. We finished the week with 
our very active student committee 
running a barbeque on the City 
East terrace. 

Coming up on Nov 29th is our last OT to OT session of the year and Dr Kobie Boshoff 
is speaking about how Evidence Based Practice is taught in our program. If you would 

like to come along please contact Narelle Korotokov narelle.korotkov@unisa.edu.au 

Final Year Student Conference 
On Nov 30 and Dec 1 the final year students present their final year conference. This is 
a jam packed and fun filled event culminating in our school prize giving ceremony.  We 
present 6 prizes for outstanding academic achievement over both undergraduate and 
graduate entry programs.  Everyone is welcome to attend the conference and you can 
register online at  bit.ly/OTEffect. 

mailto:narelle.korotkov@unisa.edu.au
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Physiotherapy Program Report 
Nature Based Learning in Preschool  Children 
2016 SA Population Health Conference: Reaching for the sky: building the links be-
tween research and practice held on Saturday 22 October. 

Liam McAuliffe, Jack Beard present-
ed a poster of their work done in the 
course “Health Promotion in Physio-
therapy” .  The poster highlighted the 
importance of nature based learning 
and its impact on environmental inter-
action in preschool aged children.  
They observed that two thirds of chil-
dren actively interacted with outdoor 
spaces with the most popular activi-
ties being the sand pit, swing set and 
the chicken coop. However a third of 
the children did not interact with the 
outdoor space at all, opting to play 
inside instead with a preference for 
music and art. There are important 
implications for children’s early devel-
opment and physical activity levels. 

SA Health Awards 
Final year physiotherapy students 
(Gillian Trudgen and Jason Williams) 
contributed to a project that is a finalist in 
the SA Health Awards. As part of Health 
Promotion project they worked with Gilli-
an Bartley and her team in the North-
ern Adelaide Local Health Network to 
develop the “Know-Ask-Wait Consumer 
Education Resource”. The Know-Ask-
Wait resource is based on promising 
Australian research into in-hospital falls prevention. A professional high quality video 
and associated tools have been developed with strong consumer input to empower 
patients to KNOW their falls risk, ASK for assistance and WAIT for help to arrive. 

Australian Physiotherapy Association  

SA Symposium 
The Australian Physiotherapy Association SA Symposium was held on 22 Oct, and 
School of Health Sciences lecturers Emily Ward and Michelle McDonnell were invit-
ed to speak on the panel session, “Common exercise prescription principles across 
all domains of physio-
therapy”. 

Shylie Mackintosh 
Program Director 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Dr Shylie Mackintosh 
Program Director 

Physiotherapy Clinic 
 

UniSA City East Campus 
Appointment times 
Physiotherapy Clinic:  
Mon to Fri, 8am – 5pm 
Sports Injury Clinic:  
Mon, 8am – 12noon 
 
Location 
UniSA City East Campus 
Corner of North Terrace and 
Frome Road 
Centenary Building 
Level 8 (C8-40) 
Adelaide, SA 5000 
Telephone  (08) 8302 2541 
Fax (08) 8302 2853 
Email physiothera-
py.clinic@unisa.edu.au 
 

UniSA Magill Campus 
Appointment times 
Physiotherapy Clinic:  
Mon to Fri, 9am – 5pm 
 
Location 
UniSA Magill Campus 
Enter from Bundey Street 
E Building (Room E1-22) 
Magill, SA 5072 
Telephone (08) 8302 4013 
Fax (08) 8302 2977 
Email magillhealthclin-
ics@unisa.edu.au 

Edwina Shannon, Emily Ward, Michelle McDonnell, Kate Beerworth 

mailto:physiotherapy.clinic@unisa.edu.au
mailto:physiotherapy.clinic@unisa.edu.au
mailto:magillhealthclinics@unisa.edu.au
mailto:magillhealthclinics@unisa.edu.au
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Physiotherapy Students in Vietnam 
Six final year Physiotherapy students honed their problem solving skills and clinical reasoning in working with children in 
Da Nang City, Central Vietnam. 

Accompanied and supervised by Dr Liz Pridham the students worked with babies and children with developmental delay 
or disabilities, interacting with parents and caregivers using interpreters. 

They worked in outpatient clinics, early intervention centres, orphanages, in both urban and rural settings. The students 
had the chance to work with children with a diverse range of conditions as well as experiencing differing cultural expec-
tations.  

GGC-Volunteers organised the placement in liaison with a locally based NGO and physiotherapist. The placement pack-
age included pick-up from the airport, accommodation in a student house with internet access, meals, transport to clini-
cal sites and interpreters. Thanks to our Vietnamese hosts Mr. Phuc, Ms Tram Anh and Ms Hahn as well as our cook Co 
Tho and security officer Mr Thahn whose generosity made it a very special experience. There is even a bridge in the 
form of a dragon that breathes fire every weekend night in a spectacular display! 

We sincerely thank Dr Liz Pridham (adjunct lecturer) for yet again volunteering her time for another successful interna-
tional clinical experience for our final year Physiotherapy students.  
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Podiatry Program Report 
The fourth year podiatry class undertook their annual practice management seminar 
at Halls Gap, Victoria from the 25th to 28th of October. The seminar involves the entire 
class and comprises a range of teaching, including lectures and small group activi-
ties, designed to provide practical workplace information to the students prior to their 
entry into the workforce.   

This year, four members of staff (Sara Jones, Ryan Causby, Brendan Nettle and 
Sharyn Martin) accompanied the students in both teaching and support capaci-
ties. In addition to teaching, the venue provided the opportunity and setting to under-
take walks and other activities involving both staff and students. We were very fortu-
nate with the weather throughout the trip and the experience was enjoyed by all.   

Sadly, after fourteen years, this was the final practice management trip to Halls Gap, 
due to increases in the class sizes. We will look to other opportunities in future years. 

Dr Sara Jones 
Program Director 

  

 

Associate Professor Marie Williams 
Dr Sara Jones 
Program Director 

Podiatry Clinic 
 

UniSA City East Campus 
Corner of North Terrace and 

Frome Road 
Centenary Building 

Adelaide, SA 5000 
Telephone (08) 8302 2269 

Email podiatryclin-
ic@unisa.edu.au 

 

 

Fourth year Podiatry students at the Pinnacle, Halls Gap 

mailto:podiatryclinic@unisa.edu.au
mailto:podiatryclinic@unisa.edu.au
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RESEARCH DIRECTOR REPORTS 
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On Monday, 29 August 2016, PhD Candidate Russell Chan, in the ARENA group, 
gave an interview on Coast FM about his current research project. This work involves 
cross disciplinary collaboration between the areas of physiology and neuroscience. 
The overarching vision of his research is centred on improving human performance 
through the implementation of mental training for motor performance. Various kinds of 
mental training have been shown to be effective for overall health behavioural out-
comes in various clinical and interventional settings, but its potential value for the cog-
nitive enhancement of movement is less well established. It is known that movement 
production has a large cognitive component which can be crucial to winning or losing in 
elite level sports, and which contributes to the success of rehabilitation outcomes in 
clinical settings. If the cognitive building blocks that determine movement outcomes 
can be enhanced, this could potentially lead to improvements in movement perfor-
mances that are not tied to physical training.   

Invited presentations 
On Saturday 22nd Oct ARENA’s Dr Carol Maher has been invited to give the Plenary 
presentation at the 2016 South Australian Physiotherapy Symposium - "Using technol-
ogy to monitor exercise interventions". 

Grants  
Fraysse, F., Williams, M., Stanton, T., Ferrar, K., Coates, A., Hill, A., Parfitt, G., 
Maher, C., & Olds, T. Building an Ecological Momentary Assessment (EMA) ca-
pability. Sansom Institute for Health Research Grouping Allocations. 

Young, J., & O’Dwyer, L. The impact of pet ownership on mental health and sui-
cide prevention in the lives of older people. Sansom Institute for Health Research 
Grouping Allocations. 

Crozier, A. Exploring the use of social norms messaging to influence physical activity. 
Sansom Institute for Health Research Grouping Allocations. 

Awards 
Healthy Development Adelaide (HDA) 12th Annual Oration 

 
Professor Tim Olds, Professor of Behavioural Epidemi-
ology, Alliance for Research in Exercise Nutrition and 
Activity, School of Health Sciences, University of South 
Australia was presented with the Healthy Development 
Adelaide Award for 2016. After completing a PhD in 
French at the University of Sydney, Tim received a sec-
ond PhD in exercise science in 1997. His research inter-
ests have been in mathematical modelling of cycling 
performance, population and sports anthropometry, and 
more recently use of time, and secular trends in the 
sleep, fitness, fatness, physical activity and food intake 
of children and adolescents. Tim has received $25.8 m in 
grants and consultancies, and has 260 publications. He 
is a regular columnist for Australasian Scientist, and has 
contributed to New Philosopher and The Conversation. 

 

Alliance for Research in Exercise,  
Nutrition and Activity (ARENA) 

 

ARENA’s research focuses 

on: 

 

1. Strategies to increase 

physical activity 

2. Strategies to improve 

health-related use of 

time 

3. Improving health out-

comes in patient 

groups 

4. Reducing disease risk 

5. Quantifying physical 

fatigue in athletes 

6. Improving physical 

recovery in athletes 

7. Evaluating effects of 

bioactive nutrients 

8. Web- and mobile de-

vice-based interven-

tions 

9. Development of weara-

ble monitor technolo-

gies 

http://www.ba-bamail.com/content.aspx?emailid=5265
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Congratulations to Dr Edoardo Rosso, Alex Tran, Emma Milanese, Professor 
Esther May (Division of Health Sciences), Professor Roger Eston 
(School of Health Sciences), Mellissa Kruger, Jess Law, Lee Martinez and Dr 
Martin Jones (Department of Rural Health) and the Modbury Special 
School, who received a Chancellor’s Award for Community Engagement un-
der the category, Best collaborations to produce research that improves well-
being and quality of life and/or contributes to the prosperity of the community. 
The project, entitled Multi-Sport Programs for Young People with Autism 
Spectrum Disorder, has been awarded $10,000 towards its ongoing activities.  

The Multi-Sport Programs for Young People with Autism Spectrum Disorder 
project comprises two interventions: ‘Supporting Success’ implemented at 

Modbury Special School and ‘Sport for Rural Health’ implemented at the Whyalla Special Education Centre. Both programs 
provide accessible and appropriate sport participation opportunities for young people with severe Autism Spectrum Disor-
der (ASD), and addresses the issue of social exclusion within the ASD community. The project provides opportunities for 
participants to: improve their social and communication skills, learn new skills, increase their confidence and maintain their 
physical health through sport. 

ARENA's Associate Professor Alison Coates, has been selected as a finalist in the Division’s Researcher 'One Team' 
award in recognition of outstanding research expertise and excellence in team building and support, to ensure staff and 
students work as ‘one team’ across research activities. The name of this award reflects the Senior Management Group’s 

commitment to encouraging staff to work together as “one team” to achieve the goals 
set for the University. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Congratulations to Michelle and Dom Thewlis on the arrival of Alice Sophia Thewlis 
who was born on Wednesday October 12th at 2:12am, weighing 3.33 kg. She is a doll. 

 

Media enquiries: 
Please visit the  
Media Centre  

 

All other enquiries: 
e: ARENA@unisa.edu.au 
t: +61 8 8302 6558 
 
 

Postal address: 

Alliance for Research in 

Exercise, Nutrition and 

Activity (ARENA) 

 

University of  

South Australia, 

City East Campus,  

Frome Road, 

GPO Box 2471 

Professor Jon Buckley 
Director 

http://www.unisa.edu.au/Media-Centre/
mailto:ARENA@unisa.edu.au
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Inaugural Oceanic Nutrition Leadership Program 
Dr Tom Wycherley and A/Prof Alison Coates were competitively selected to par-
ticipate in the inaugural Oceanic Nutrition Leadership Program (ONLP) which was held 
at Bundanon, NSW from Oct 2-10. This program was attended by 22 participants from 
a variety of sectors (research, industry and government) across the Oceanic Region 
(Papua New Guinea, Fiji, Tonga, New Zealand, Hawaii and Australia). The ONLP was 
established to develop a strong network of emerging and established nutrition leaders 
that can positively influence food systems in Oceania. The purpose of ONLP is to nur-
ture leadership in the field of nutrition, to facilitate collaboration, to share knowledge 
and opportunities, to seek feedback, and to create new avenues for the support of 
good nutrition practice, and capacity building. 

The aim is for this program to run every 2 years and for delegates to join the global 
nutrition leadership network. 

Following the leadership program delegates also had the opportunity to attend a 1 day 
workshop in Canberra with Food Standards Australia New Zealand (FSANZ) to gain a 
better understanding of their role in Public Health Nutrition and the Food regulatory 
framework.  

Just for a 
smile... 

 

‘It has now been 
scientifically 
proven that 

eating lots of 
seefood can 
improve your 

vision’.  

Thank you  

http://www.google.com.au/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.weareteachers.com%2Fblogs%2Fpost%2F2014%2F08%2F08%2F15-cheesy-teacher-jokes-that-crack-us-up&psig=AFQjCNGCdSPg8c6f_HuncnN7Hgoa2rYY4Q&ust=14696624
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iCAHE Membership 
iCAHE is in the process of ‘refreshing’ its membership. This is timely given the chang-
es in the Division regarding membership of research centres, and the need to think 
smarter about research activities, collaborations and funding. Applications are current-
ly open for membership of the ‘refreshed’ iCAHE (details can be obtained from Sally 
Nimmo or Jan Kooymans). Applications close at CoB 11th November. Applications 
can be made for full membership (there are two pathways for this), or as an ECR 
member. Hons, Masters and PhD students with one or more supervisors who are iCA-
HE members automatically become affiliate members of iCAHE. There is no need for 
students to apply for individual iCAHE membership. Individuals from industry, govern-
ment, NGOs or other organisations which are assisting iCAHE staff and student re-
search are also eligible to be invited to become affiliates for the period of the research. 
Any queries about membership options should be directed to Prof Karen Grimmer. 
There is no specific application form. Applicants should address the criteria for mem-
bership of the pathway most relevant to them, using defensible evidence as outlined in 
the application criteria document. Invitations to apply are extended to all former iCAHE 
members who are HLS staff, and to individuals in HLS who are currently not members 
of a research centre, but who feel that their research links with the iCAHE mission.   

iCAHE Website 
There is a new feature on the iCAHE website, that showcases the different services 
iCAHE offer. These services include the Professional Development and Training Arm, 
Rapid Review services provided by the iCAHE methods team, Masterclass activities 
and information on the iCAHE Journal Clubs.  

iCAHE News 
Congratulations to Dr Ashley Fulton who has successfully completed all the require-
ments for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy.  

The methods team recently completed two large Rapid Reviews for Vic Health on 
cancer survivorship questions (population screening tools for cancer survivors needs, 
and effectiveness of cancer wellness programs). Many thanks to Profs Ian Olver and 
Eva Bezak, Dr Liz Buckley and Ms Julie Marker (Cancer Voices SA) for their in-
put via the external advisory group.  

Karen Grimmer and Janine Dizon attended the Guidelines International Network 
Conference (appropriately named G-I-N) in Sept 2016.  iCAHE is an organisational 
member of G-I-N, and it now has formal representation on a number of G-I-N subcom-
mittees (G-I-N Africa, G-I-N Asia,  G-I-N Australia/ NZ, and G-I-N Allied health). Janine 
and Karen both presented podium presentations on guideline training work undertak-
en in South Africa as part of the SAGE project, and contextualisation work undertaken 
in the Philippines and SAGE. A poster was also presented.   https://
healthsciences.appstate.edu/news/dr-karen-grimmer-presents-evidence-based-health
-care-global-perspective  

Karen deputised for Catherine Turnbull (Chief Allied Health Officer, Dept Health SA) at 
the SARRAH conference in Port Lincoln last week. Dr Saravana Kumar had a signifi-
cant role to play in this conference as an organiser and presenter.  Many opportunities 
were identified for iCAHE to link more closely with SARRAH members to undertake 
research and evidence translation activities.  

International Centre for Allied 
Health Evidence (iCAHE) 

 

Professor Karen Grimmer 
Director 

 

mailto:%20sally.nimmo@unisa.edu.au
mailto:%20sally.nimmo@unisa.edu.au
mailto:%20janice.kooymans@unisa.edu.au
https://healthsciences.appstate.edu/news/dr-karen-grimmer-presents-evidence-based-health-care-global-perspective
https://healthsciences.appstate.edu/news/dr-karen-grimmer-presents-evidence-based-health-care-global-perspective
https://healthsciences.appstate.edu/news/dr-karen-grimmer-presents-evidence-based-health-care-global-perspective
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Media enquiries: 
Please visit the  
Media Centre  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

All other enquiries: 

International Centre for 

Allied Health Evidence 

Member of Sansom In-

stitute 

 

University of  

South Australia 

GPO Box 2471 

Adelaide  SA   

Australia  5001 

T +61 8 8302 2072 

F: +61 8 8302 2853 

E: iCAHE@unisa.edu.au 

Steve Milanese was an invited guest on the 891 ABC Adelaide Afternoon show 
with Sonya Feldhoff, to discuss exercising safely as part of the ABC’s Reboot Your 
Life campaign for October. Steve took Sonya through a series of basic exercises live 
in the studio, which were live streamed onto the ABC Facebook page, scoring over 
4,000 views (mainly from Steve’s family….), and was featured in ABC Radio promo-
tions. 

Steve Milanese was invited again to present a two day workshop on manual 
therapy of the peripheral joints at iNTI University, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia over the 
weekend of 22nd and 23rd of October. The workshop, based on the Maitland approach 
to the assessment and management of peripheral joint problems, was attended by 
over 30 participants including lecturers from other universities in Kuala Lumpur and 
local clinicians. This workshop was well received and included many participants who 
attended the workshop on manual therapy of the spinal joints Steve ran at iNTI Univer-
sity in 2016. These workshops aim to promote UniSA’s role as a key international 
manual therapy training institution.  

Micro-Conference—Friday, 2 December 
This is advance notice that iCAHE will hold a micro-conference at UniSA on Friday 
December 2nd 2016. This will be attended by seven visiting allied health clinicians and 
professional leads from the Hong Kong Hospital Authority.  It will feature short presen-
tations on innovative research in methods, orthopaedics, paediatrics and clinical prac-
tice guidelines. There will be 40 places available at a small charge for local clinicians, 
managers and policy-makers, and anyone interested in attending is encouraged to 

contact Holly Bowen (Holly.Bowen@unisa.edu.au) as soon as possible.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Steve Milanese at iNTI University, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia 

http://www.unisa.edu.au/Media-Centre/
mailto:iCAHE@unisa.edu.au?subject=Enquiry
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2016-10-07/top-three-exercises-you're-probably-doing-wrong/7909150
mailto:Holly.Bowen@unisa.edu.au
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There was a notable strengthening in the co-located research infrastructure with the South 
Australian Clinical Cancer Registry joining us and the SA NT DataLink at the 8th floor 
of the SAHMRI building. This move builds on strong collaborative links between Prof Da-
vid Roder and the Clinical Cancer Registry, and facilitates further inputs by him and 
others to use this data for evidence base for policy formation relating to strategies for can-
cer screening and treatment (in collaboration with the SA and commonwealth govern-
ments). Working with registry and other large scale data resources is a key research 
strength for groups within CPHR, and collaborations such as this which build on related 
expertise, will provide great opportunities for direct translation of our research findings to 
improvements in population health.  

As I write this our NHMRC project and fellowship result successes are still under embar-
go, so those will need to wait until the next newsletter. However, we can congratulate Dr 
Rebecca Golley, for a successful NHMRC Centre for Research Excellence (CRE) 
bid. The CRE aims to reduce the prevalence of obesity and obesity-related behaviours, 
especially in children under five years of age. The goal is to develop rapid, validated 
measuring tools for obesity-related behaviours so that prevention strategies can be de-
signed and rolled out through user-friendly online resources. The prevention strategies will 
also be evaluated for cost-effectiveness, acceptability, sustainability and scalability. Re-
becca will establish the South Australian node of the CRE. This bid is led from the Univer-
sity of Sydney, and Rebecca will collaborate with CRE partners at the Queensland Univer-
sity of Technology, and the Deakin University (http://www.earlychildhoodobesity.com/
index.html). 

There was other recent grant success in the form of internal 2016 Research Theme In-
vestment Scheme (RTIS) projects, with Prof Leonie Segal securing $39,950 RTIS Seed 
Funding for the project “Does case complexity matter? – Understanding the impact of so-
cial determinants of health on the delivery of primary health care to Aboriginal people in 
Central Australia. What is the effect on cost of service delivery and outcomes” and 
$10,000 p.a. package RTIS Funding for Dr Amanda Hutchinson’s project “Addressing 
patient-reported outcome data gaps for cancer survivorship monitoring” where Professor 

David Roder is one of the investigators. 

Publication outputs continue to be strong, with a highlight appearing in the Nature arising 
from my longstanding collaborations with the Early Growth Genetics Consortium (See 
related story below). My group was also responsible for this month’s internal seminar, 
where we presented examples of diverse projects using large scale data to bridge infor-
mation about genes and environment to inform on modifiable influences on health. The 
seminar started with my presentation birth weight related gene-discovery and intergenera-
tional studies,  Dr Ang Zhou described our efforts to establish the ‘true’ effects of coffee on 
cognition using genetic methodologies, and Anwar Mulugeta discussed early findings from 
his PhD project on the interplay between obesity and depression.  

Congratulations to Dr Stine Høj who has successfully completed all the requirements for 
the degree of Doctor of Philosophy. Stine’s thesis was on “Public open space ‘greenness’ 
in urban residential environments: prospective associations with mental health and poten-
tial psychosocial explanatory mechanisms”. Stine will be spending the next 6 months as 
an Endeavour Postdoctoral Fellow in the Spatial Health Research Lab at the University of 
Montreal, situated within the Department of Social and Preventive Medicine and the Uni-
versity of Montreal Hospital Research Centre (CRCHUM). 

Staff changes this month include the welcoming of Angie Russo as a part-part time Ad-
ministrative Assistant on Tuesdays and Wednesdays. She is taking over from Morgan 
Reid, who was dealing with some of the CPHR admin during the past month. Given 
Morgan now works for a well known SA independent senator, rather than considering this 
a loss for our Centre, I like to think we have sent her on an undercover mission. 

The Centre for Population 
Health comprises the follow-
ing research groups: 
 

 Biostatistics 

 Cancer Epidemiology 

 Health Economics and 

Social Policy 

 Nutritional and Genetic 

Epidemiology 

 Patient Safety 

 Public Health 

 Spatial Epidemiology 

and Evaluation 

 Psychosocial Oncology 

Research 
 
 
Contact Us 
e: cphr@unisa.edu.au  
t: +61 8 8302 1135 

 

Centre for Population Health  
Research (CPHR) 

Professor Elina Hypponen 
Director 

http://www.earlychildhoodobesity.com/index.html
http://www.earlychildhoodobesity.com/index.html
mailto:ARENA@unisa.edu.au
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Genes and birth 
weight predict adult 
health 

Results of a global research project pub-
lished in the prestigious Nature journal 
today shows there is a genetic link be-
tween birth weight and susceptibility to 
adult diseases, such as type 2 diabetes 
and cardiovascular disease. 

Director of the University of South Aus-
tralia’s Centre for Population Health, 
Professor Elina Hypponen, was a 
senior collaborator in this ground-
breaking study that also identifies the 
genetic differences that help to explain 
why some babies are born bigger or 
smaller than others. 

The study - Genome-wide associations 
for birth weight and correlations with 
adult disease - involved more than 160 
international researchers from 17 coun-
tries who are members of the Early 
Growth Genetics (EGG) Consortium and 
found a substantial proportion (at least 
one-sixth) of the variation in birth weight 
is due to genetic differences. 

This is seven to eight times more varia-
tion than can be explained by environ-
mental factors already known to influ-
ence birthweight, such as the mother 
smoking during pregnancy or her body 
mass index (a measure of obesity) be-
fore pregnancy starts. 

“The role of maternal factors is well-
known, however, this study has shown 
that genetic effects on birth weight are 
also very important,” Prof Hypponen 
says. 

“Early life nutritional environment has an 
influence on long term health, for exam-
ple babies who are born very small are 
at increased risk of diabetes and heart 
disease later in life. 

“In other words, risk of disease can be 
‘programmed’ by events in early life. 

“These types of long term health effects 
of birth weight have been typically taken 
to reflect the impact of the nutritional 

environment in which the fetus devel-
ops. Our study suggests that the link 
between birth weight and later risk of 
disease will actually be, at least in part, 
due to shared genetic factors. 

“It is interesting that this study also 
showed, that those genes which are 
imprinted, were enriched among the 
genetic signals influencing birth weight. 
These are genes which the mother can 
turn on or off in order to regulate the 
allocation of her ‘resources’ to the devel-
oping fetus. 

“According to so called ‘parental conflict 
hypothesis’ genes from the father aim at 
maximising fetal growth, while the moth-
er will aim to restrict the use of her valu-
able resources. 

“This is the first time we have large 
scale, systematic evidence to suggest 
that these influences will affect normal 
variation in birth weight,” Prof Hypponen 
says. 

The genetic differences throughout the 
genomes of nearly 154,000 people from 
across the world were analysed and by 
matching their genetic profiles to infor-
mation on birth weight the team of re-
searchers found sixty genomic regions 
associated with birth weight, most of 
which had not previously been identified. 

As well as providing vital new infor-
mation, Prof Hypponen says the study 
highlights the value of large-scale inter-
national research collaborations. 

Australian Nutrition 
Trust Fund Short-Term 
Travelling Fellowship 
Report 
Host Institution: University of Navarra, 
Pamplona, Spain 

Dr Natalie Parletta, Centre 
for Population Health Re-
search, University of 
South Australia, Adelaide 

Dr Karen Murphy and I 
visited Professor Miguel 
Martínez-González, Chief 
Investigator for the ongoing 
SUN cohort epidemiological 
study and the PREDIMED/
PREDIMED-Plus random-
ised controlled trials, investi-
gating the role of nutrition 

and Mediterranean diet in health out-
comes, and his team for three weeks in 
September 2016. 

It was an inspiring experience to meet 
Miguel and his team. We learned much 
about how he set up the SUN and 
PREDIMED cohorts and our observa-
tions revealed what a uniquely cohesive 
and supportive team he has created. He 
set up the SUN population cohort with 3 
people and they have now collected 
data every two years for 16 years with a 
cohort of over 16,000 university gradu-
ates with excellent retention rates  

The PREDIMED and PREDIMED-Plus 
studies are large multi-centre Mediterra-
nean diet interventions that are run in 
collaboration with hospitals. At-risk pa-
tients are referred to the team by medi-
cal doctors, and are then screened for 
eligibility before being invited to take 
part. This strategy assists in recruitment 
as the PREDIMED team take bloods 
and assessments for the GPs at the 
same time as the study assessments 
are conducted, thereby taking ad-
vantage of existing hospital visits and 
optimising MD involvement.  

It was interesting to learn that funding 
did not come at all easy. Miguel used a 
number of strategies including starting 
small to collect data then applying for 
funds to keep going; targeting specialist 
funding bodies for PREDIMED (e.g. 
retinopathy). Another strategy he shared 
was that each centre that is involved in 
PREDIMED applies for funding as host 
institutions. They had many failures but 
kept persisting. Now they are an ex-
tremely high profile group with high im-
pact publications. It was great to see 
how closely they work together and sup-
port each other. The team attributes this 
to Miguel himself who is genuinely pas-
sionate about public health and believes 
in giving back all the generous mentor-
ing that he received.  

http://www.unisa.edu.au/Research/Sansom-Institute-for-Health-Research/Research/CPHR/
http://www.unisa.edu.au/Research/Sansom-Institute-for-Health-Research/Research/CPHR/
http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/vaop/ncurrent/full/nature19806.html
http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/vaop/ncurrent/full/nature19806.html
http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/vaop/ncurrent/full/nature19806.html
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Body in Mind areas of re-

search interest include: 

 

1. Teaching people about 

pain 

2. Complex regional pain 

syndrome 

3. Early intervention after 

injury and its effect on 

later development of 

chronic pain 

4. Chronic back pain 

5. Descending control of 

homeostasis by cogni-

tive factors 

6. Brain responses to nox-

ious stimuli 

7. Cross modal modula-

tion 

 

Contact Us 

e: tracy_jones@unisa.edu.au 

t: +61 8302 2454 

16th World Congress on Pain in Yokohama, Japan 
Every two years, the Body in Mind Research Group present their findings and repre-
sent the University at the World Congress on Pain. This year the Congress was held in 
Yokohama, Japan, and approximately 4,500 delegates attended. Because of the spec-
tacular and enticing location (overlooking Yokohama Bay), and the proximity to Aus-
tralia, a large contingent of Australian participants took the opportunity to mix with an 
expansive international complement and chew over the latest research in pain.  

Topics covered by the scientific programme ranged from issues of basic science (for 
example pharmacology, immunology) to issues of clinical relevance, such as the prev-
alence of pain in children, the gut and pain, and a comparison of APPs used to monitor 
pain. An inspiring plenary session at 8.00am usually focussed the morning and topical 
workshops closed the working day at 6.00pm. In between there were hour long morn-
ing and afternoon poster sessions which provided great opportunities for pursuing indi-
vidual interests and talking to experts in one’s field of interest. Lunch was long enough 
to leave the venue for a breath of fresh air, chat with friends new and old, and be 
tempted by the local cuisine.  

The president’s welcome address was a highlight. Dr Rolf-Detlef Treede skilfully sum-
marised the scientific progress of pain research over the past five decades. His talk 
integrated aspects of both pre-clinical and clinical research, in order to demonstrate 
the many individual differences (genotypes, molecular factors, experiences, thoughts 
and beliefs) that contribute to the complexity and multi-dimensional nature of pain. 
Indeed, several key note speakers returned to the ‘Pain is Personal’ theme throughout 
the conference including Roger Fillingim, Irene Tracy and Sue Ellen Walker.  

A major highlight for our Group was the presentation of the prestigious Ronald Dubner 
Research Prize (for the best clinical or basic science research paper, series of 
papers, or doctoral thesis in the field of pain, for candidates under 35) to Tasha Stan-
ton.  Tasha was awarded a plaque to commemorate her achievement at one of 
the highly attended plenary sessions. Another major highlight for our Group was the 
closing plenary lecture given by Lorimer Moseley entitled “Innovative Treatments of 
Back Pain”. Lorimer’s capacity to capture and hold an audience’s attention runs deep, 
and while everyone laughed at the surprising lack of effectiveness of for the use of 
woollen underpants in the treatment of chronic low back pain, many were also chal-
lenged by concepts such as altered perception and information coding in chronic pain 
states and the lack of replicability of research findings. The lecture ensured that all who 
stayed to the end left more curious about the processes that underpin the pain experi-
ence, more determined to inject rigour into their research, and with a smile on their 
dial. To cap off our conference, Lorimer learnt that our Group was the most well-
represented group at the Congress; not bad for a 
small, but committed research group from down-
under.  

The next world Congress on Pain will be held in 
Boston in 2018, and we can hardly wait! 

 

Dianne Wilson, Carolyn Berryman 

Body in Mind (BiM) 
 

Professor Lorimer Moseley 
Director 
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Get your stats 
up and submit 

your  

The Collection of  
Research Outputs (CRO) 
online submission system 
captures UniSA’s research 
outputs. The bulk of sub-

missions are sourced on a 
weekly basis from Web of 

Science, Scopus and 
Crossref, and you are  

notified via email to claim 
or reject the output – so 
simply follow the instruc-
tions in the email when 
you receive it. You are  

also encouraged to review 
your research outputs 
(publications etc.) and 
lodge any outstanding 

items. As a general rule 
only items that are eligible 
for HERDC or ERA report-

ing are included in the  
Academic Staff Activity 
reports and Staff Home 

Pages.  
 

To add missing publica-
tions or other research 
outputs use the deposit 
link to lodge the output 

(use the DOI option when 
known). You can either 

add this link to your  
favourites for future use, or 

there is also a link to 
‘Submit a research output’ 

on your Staff Portal  
(in the ‘my Workbox’  

section). 

Staff and Student Publications 

September/October 2016 Publications  

Barban, N., Jansen, R., de Vlaming, R., Hyppönen, E., Snieder, H., Mills et al. 2016. MC Genome-wide 

analysis identifies 12 loci influencing human reproductive Behaviour. Nature genetics 2016. [In press] 5 

Year:IF 32.197, 2 Year IF  31.616 (Sciences: 21/165 in genetics & Heredity). Abstract 

Bellan, V., Gilpin, H.R., Stanton, T.R., Dagsdóttir, L.K., Gallace, A., Moseley, G.L. (2016)  Relative con-

tributions of spatial weighting, explicit knowledge and proprioception to hand localisation during position-

al ambiguity. Experimental Brain Research, First Online: 24 October 2016, 1-9. DOI: 10.1007/s00221-

016-4782-6 2 Year IF= 2.057; 5 Year IF 2.368 (174/256 Neurosciences). Abstract 

Berry, D.J., Dutton, J., Fraser, W.D., Jarvelin, M.R., Hyppönen, E. 2016. Harmonization study between 

LC- MS/MS and Diasorin RIA for measurement of 25-hydroxyvitamin D concentrations in a large 

population survey. J Clin Lab Anal. 2016 Sep 6. 2 Year IF  1.549; 5 Year: 1.326 (18/30 Medical 

laboratory technology).Abstract 

Bennett, H., Davison, K., Parfitt, G. Eston, R.G. (2016) Validity of a perceptually‑regulated step 

test protocol for assessingcardiorespiratory fitness in healthy adults. European Journal of Applied Physi-

ology,[ EPub Ahead of Print] IF 2 Year 2.328; 5 Year 2.689 (rank 18/82 Sports Science)  Abstract 

Berryman, C.B., Wise, V., Stanton, T.R., McFarlane, A., Moseley, G.L. 2016. A case-matched study 

of neurophysiological correlates to attention/working memory in people with somatic hypervigilance. 

Journal of Clinical and Experimental Neuropsychology, · June 2016. 2 Year IF= 1.69; 5 Year IF=2.32 

(131/193 Clinical Neurology; 46/76 Phychology) Abstract 

Chalmers, K.J., Madden, V.J., Hutchinson, M.R., Moseley, G.L. 2016. Local and Systemic Inflammation 

in Localized, Provoked Vestibulodynis: A Systematic Review. Obstet Gynecol. 2016 Aug;128(2):337-47. 

2 Year IF= 5.65; 5 Yr IF= 5.48 (2/80 Obstretrics & Gynecology).Abstract 

Damfferman, D., Short, M.A., Kennedy, J.D., Gold, M., Kohler, M., Lushington, K. (2016) Thermoregula-

tion, scratch, itch and sleep deficits in children with eczema. Sleep Medicine, 25: 145-160.2 Year IF 

3.339; 5 Year IF 3.709 (55/193 Clinical Neurology). Abstract 

Darwish, A.. Staudacher, A., Li, Y., Brown, M., Bezak, E. 2016. Development of a transmission alpha 

particle dosimetry technique using A549 cells and a Ra-223 source for targeted alpha therapy. Medical 

Physics, 43(11), 6145-6153. 2 Year IF= 2.496; 5 Year IF= 2.889 (27/120 Radiology, Nuclear Medicine & 

Medical Imaging). Abstract  

Dizon, M., Machingaidze, S., Grimmer, K. 2016. To adopt, to adapt, or to contextualise: The big ques-

tion in clinical practice guideline development. BMC Research Notes,9(1),442. Impact Factor NA Ab-

stract  

Fryer, C., Luker, J., McDonnell, M., Hillier, S. 2016. Self-management programmes for quality of life in 

people with stroke (Review). Cochrane Library. [published online Aug 2016].  2 Year IF 6.103; 5 Year 

IF= 6.665 (12/155 Medicine, General & Internal). Abstract (Chosen by the UK National Institute for 

Health Research to be summarised and published as a ‘signal’ of the latest important research: Link)  

Gupta, C.C., Dorrian, J., Grant, C.L., Pajcin, M., Coates, A.M., Kennaway, D.J., Wittert, G.A., Heilbronn, 

L.K., Della Vedova, C.B., & Banks, S.2016. It’s not just what you eat but when: The impact of eating a 

meal during simulated shift work on driving performance. Chronobiology International, Oct 13:1-12. 

[Epub ahead of print] 5 Year IF = 3.449; 2 year IF = 3.540 (13/86 Biology; 18/83 Physiology).Abstract 

Hillier, S.L., McDonnell, M.N. 2016. Is vestibular rehabilitation effective in improving dizziness 

and function after unilateral vestibular hypofunction? An abridged version of a Cochrane review. Eur J 

Phys Rehabil Med, 52:541-56. 2 Year IF = 2.063; 5 Year IF 2.172 (12/65 Rehabilitation). Abstract  

Ho, S., Olds, T., Shcranz, N., & Maher, C. 2016. (In Press)Secular trends in the prevalence of child-

hood overweight and obesity across Australian states and territories: a meta-analysis. Journal of Sci-

ence and Medicine in Sport. [Accepted] 5 year IF = 4.217; 2 year IF = 3.756; 7/82 Sport Sciences Ab-

stract 

http://search.ror.unisa.edu.au/
http://search.ror.unisa.edu.au/
http://www.nature.com/ng/journal/vaop/ncurrent/full/ng.3698.html
http://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s00221-016-4782-6
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/jcla.22049/full
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Validity+of+a+perceptually-regulated+step+test+protocol+for+assessingcardiorespiratory+fitness+in+healthy+adult
http://www.pubpdf.com/pub/27554310/A-case-matched-study-of-neurophysiological-correlates-to-attentionworking-memory-in-people-with-soma
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/27400010
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1389945716300636
http://scitation.aip.org/content/aapm/journal/medphys/43/11/10.1118/1.4965805
http://bmcresnotes.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s13104-016-2244-7
http://bmcresnotes.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s13104-016-2244-7
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/14651858.CD010442.pub2/abstract
https://discover.dc.nihr.ac.uk/portal/article/4000460/supported-self-management-improves-quality-of-life-and-self-belief-after-stroke
http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/07420528.2016.1237520
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/27406654
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1440244016302146
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1440244016302146
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Hoffmann, M. D., Loughead, T. M., Dixon, J. C., & Crozier, A. J. 2017.. Examining the home 

advantage in the National Hockey League: Comparisons among regulation, overtime, and 

the shootout. Psychology of Sport & Exercise. 5-year IF = 2.81; 2-Year IF = 2.61( 25/128 

Sport Sciences) Abstract 

Horikoshi, M., Beaumont, R.N, (142 others) Hyppönen E, (and 19 others), Freathy RM, on 

behalf of the Early Growth Genetics (EGG) 2016. Consortium Genome-wide associations for 

birth weight and correlations with adult disease. Nature 2016 Sep 28;538(7624):248-252. 5 

year IF 41.458, 1 year IF 38.138 (1/63 in Multidisciplinary sciences).Abstract 

Hoppenbrouwers, G., Stewart, H., Kernot, J. 2016. Determining the content validity, inter-

rater reliability and usability of the Novita Switch Record Form. Technology and Disability, 

28(1,2), 1-11. Impact Factor NA Abstract  

Incerti, S., FDouglass, M., Penfold, S., Guatelli, S., Bezak, E. 2016. Review of Geant4-DNA 

applications for micro and nanoscale simulations. Physica Medica. 5 year IF= 1.748; 2 Year 

IF=1.763 (Radiology, Nuclear Medicine, & Medical Imaging 68/124) Abstract  

Lang J.J., Tremblay MS, Léger L, Olds TS, & Tomkinson GR. 2016.. International varia-

bility in 20 m shuttle run performance in children and youth: Who are the fittest from a 50-

country comparison? Br J Sports Med. doi:10.1136/bjsports-2016-096224. Impact Factor = 

6.724 [5.842=5-year]; 1/81 Sports Science).Abstract 

Moseley, G.L. 2016. More than “ just do it” —fear-based exposure for complex regional 

pain syndrome. Pain, 157(10):2145-7.  2 Year IF= 5.55;  5 Yr IF=6.24 (2/31 Anesthesiology; 

17/193 Clinical Neurology; 30/256 Neurosciences). Abstract 

McLachlan S, Giambartolomei C, White J, Charoen P, Wong A, Finan C, Engmann J, Shah 

T, Hersch M, Podmore C, Cavadino A, Jefferis BJ, Dale CE, Hyppönen E. (and 13 others), 

Walker AP, on behalf of the UCLEB Consortium. Replication and Characterization of 

Association between ABO SNPs and Red Blood Cell Traits by Meta-analysis in Europeans. 

Plos One 2016 in press.  2 year IF= 3.057, 5 year IF = 3.535 (11/63 Multidisciplinary 

Sciences).Abstract 

Phillips, A.C., Lewis, L.K., McEvoy, M.P., Galipeau J, Glasziou P, Moher D, Tilson JK, Wil-

liams MT.2016. Development and validation of the guideline for reporting evidence-based 

practice educational interventions and teaching (GREET). BMC Med Educ. 2016;16(1):237 

5 year IF= 1.661; 2 Year IF: 1.312 (19/40 Education, Scientific Disciplines 54/224 Education, 

Educational Research). Abstract 

Rosso, E., & McGrath, R. 2016. Promoting physical activity among children and youth in 

disadvantaged South Australian CALD communities through alternative community sport 

opportunities.Health Promotion Journal of Australia. Feb 29. [Epub ahead of print]. 2 Year 

IF= 1.231; 5 Year IF 1.272 (95/153 Public, Environment & Occupational Health).Abstract 

Segal,L., Marsh C, Heyes R. 2016. The real cost of training health professionals: It 

costs as much to build a dietetic workforce as a dental workforce. Journal of Health Services 

Research & Policy, 0(0):1-8. 5 Year IF = 2.135, 2 Year IF = 1.786 (30/74 Health Policy & 

Services) Abstract 

Serrada I, McDonnell MN, Hillier SL (2016). What is current practice for upper limb rehabili-

tation in the acute hospital setting following stroke? A Systematic Review. NeuroRehabilita-

tion, 39:431-438. 2 Year IF1.45; 5 Year IF = 1.778 (147/193 Clinical Neurology, 33/65 Reha-

bilitation). Abstract  

Van Niekere, S., Louw, Q., Grimmer, K. 2016. Does a prototype “Experimental” chair facili-

tate more postural changes in computing adolescents compared to a normal school chair? 

Work, (Preprint), 1-13. Impact Factor NA Abstract 

D. van Gaans , S. Ahmed , K. D’Onise , J. Moyon , G. Caughey , R. McDermott. Mod-

ellling Medications for Public Health Research. Online Journal of Public Health Informatics * 

ISSN 1947-2579 7(2):e190, 2016* Impact Factor NA Abstract 

 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1469029216301558
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/27680694
http://content.iospress.com/articles/technology-and-disability/tad439
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1120179716309279
http://bjsm.bmj.com/content/early/2016/09/20/bjsports-2016-096224.short
http://journals.lww.com/pain/Citation/2016/10000/More_than__just_do_it__fear_based_exposure_for.2.aspx
http://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0156914
https://bmcmededuc.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s12909-016-0759-1
http://www.publish.csiro.au/he/HE15092
http://hsr.sagepub.com/content/early/2016/10/06/1355819616668202.abstract
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=27589513
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/27612070
http://ojphi.org/ojs/index.php/ojphi/article/view/6809
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Zarnowiecki DM, Cho J, Wilson A, Bogomolova S, Villani A, Itsiopoulos C, Niyonsenga T, 

O'Dea K, Blunden S, Meyer BJ, Segal L, Parletta N. 2016. A 6-month randomised controlled trial 

investigating effects of Mediterranean-style diet and fish oil supplementation on dietary behav-

iour change, mental and cardiometabolic health and health-related quality of life in adults with 

depression (HELFIMED): Study protocol. BMC Nutrition 2:52. Impact Factor NA Abstract  

Zwar, N. A., Bunker, J. M., Reddel, H. K., Dennis, S. M., Middleton, S., van Schayck, O. C., ... & 

Xuan, W. (2016). Early intervention for chronic obstructive pulmonary disease by practice nurse 

and GP teams: a cluster randomized trial. Family Practice, cmw077. 2 Year IF= 2.022; 5 Year IF= 

2.207 (4/20 Primary Health Care; 45/155 Medicine, General & Internal). Abstract 

Manuscript  

Dennis, Sarah; Reddel, Helen; Middleton, Sandy; Hasan, Iqbal; Hermiz, Oshana; Phillips, Rose-
mary; Crockett, Alan; Vagholkar, Sanjyot; Marks, Guy; Zwar, Nicholas. 2016. Barriers and out-
comes of an evidence based approach to diagnosis and management of chronic obstructive pul-
monary disease (COPD) in Australia: a qualitative study. 01-Aug-2016, Manuscript Number: 
FAMPR-291-15.R2. Abstract 

Book Chapter 

Grimmer, K., Naguleswaran, S. 2016. Active and Assisted Living: Technologies and Applica-
tions. Chapter 9. Data Analytics for enabling connected health.  

 

September/October 2016 “The Conversation”  

October 28, 2016 

Why Australian dietary recommendations on fat need to change  

Natalie Parletta (formerly Sinn), University of South Australia; Barbara Meyer, University of Wol-
longong; Catherine Itsiopoulos, La Trobe University, and Karen Murphy, University of South Aus-
tralia 

A prominent new paper reflects growing global sentiment amongst scientists and dieticians to 

review advice relating to the types of dietary fats we should consume for optimal health. 

 

October 11, 2016 

Beyond Olympic gold: US kids getting lapped in aerobic fitness  

Grant Tomkinson, University of North Dakota 

Kids in the U.S. are not as fit as we might think, based on our the success of our athletic super-
stars. Why do we lag? It might have to do with inequality. 

 

September 29, 2016 

Density, sprawl, growth: how Australian cities have changed in the last 30 years  

Neil Coffee, University of South Australia; Emma Baker, University of Adelaide, and Jarrod Lange, 

University of Adelaide 

Many factors have influenced population density change in Australian cities over the past 30 
years. Melbourne has led the way in inner-city rebirth as a way to help manage future growth. 

 

 

 

https://bmcnutr.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s40795-016-0095-1
http://fampra.oxfordjournals.org/content/early/2016/08/16/fampra.cmw077.abstract
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/27694575
https://theconversation.com/why-australian-dietary-recommendations-on-fat-need-to-change-67543
https://theconversation.com/profiles/natalie-parletta-formerly-sinn-153245
https://theconversation.com/profiles/barbara-meyer-311653
https://theconversation.com/profiles/catherine-itsiopoulos-14246
https://theconversation.com/profiles/karen-murphy-311371
https://theconversation.com/beyond-olympic-gold-us-kids-getting-lapped-in-aerobic-fitness-66453
https://theconversation.com/profiles/grant-tomkinson-301493
https://theconversation.com/density-sprawl-growth-how-australian-cities-have-changed-in-the-last-30-years-65870
https://theconversation.com/profiles/neil-coffee-301251
https://theconversation.com/profiles/emma-baker-172081
https://theconversation.com/profiles/jarrod-lange-301835
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Want to find 
out how you 

can get  
yourself a  

scholarship 

or grant? 
 

Talk to one of our friendly 

Program Directors or go 

online and check out it 

out yourself at  http://

www.unisa.edu.au/

scholarship  

The Fraser Mustard Centre is offering a PhD Top-Up Scholarship for re-
search into improving health, wellbeing, developmental and educational 
outcomes for children and young people in South Australia. The scholar-

ship recipient can be enrolled at any university in South Australia, and 
their PhD project is expected to be completed in an area aligned with the 

aims of the Fraser Mustard Centre.  
 

Joanne Waugh would be happy to talk to any interested students to ex-
plain who they are, what they do, and the aims of the scholarship.  Con-

tact Joanne on (08) 8207 2079 or email her at  
joanne.waugh@telethonkids.org.au 

http://www.unisa.edu.au/scholarship
http://www.unisa.edu.au/scholarship
http://www.unisa.edu.au/scholarship
mailto:%20joanne.waugh@telethonkids.org.au
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Events 
Foundations of active ageing 
 
On 23 September Dr Sara Jones and 
Associate Professor Gaynor Parfitt 
provided a free seminar on the topic 
of podiatry and physical activity. 

 

Dr Sara Jones 
Program Director: Podiatry 
University of South Australia 
 
Dr Sara Jones is an academic and 
podiatry practitioner with expertise in 
foot pressure patterns and health 
education. She is listed in the Aus-
tralasian Podiatry Council’s Hall of 
Fame. As well as teaching and re-
search that spans foot care, diabetes 
management and Aboriginal health, 
Sara is a pioneer of forensic podiatry 
and has assisted criminal investiga-
tions across Australia. 

Associate Professor Gaynor Parfitt 
Associate Professor in Exercise and Sport Psychology 
University of South Australia 
 
Gaynor is an exercise and sport psychologist and a Fellow of the British Association of Sport 
and Exercise Sciences who joined UniSA’s School of Health Sciences in 2011. Her early 
research was in anxiety and performance, and more recently she has focused on methods 
to motivate exercise behaviour change within community and rehabilitation environments, 
and understanding the mechanisms and processes that are essential to psychological 
health and exercise behaviour. 

Seminary Summary 

Our feet, the foundation of a healthy body, can reveal a lot about our health. Most of us un-
derstand the importance of maintaining an active lifestyle, but as we age we face a myriad 
of challenges that might hinder our ability to do so. This seminar explored the importance of 
foot health, and the impact of physical activity on the ageing process.  

After a welcome from Emeritus Professor Ruth Grant, the audience heard from Dr Sara 
Jones, an academic and podiatry practitioner with expertise in foot pressure patterns and 
health education. Sara highlighted what our feet can tell the world and discussed some of 
the more common foot problems that are encountered in the community, as well as touching 
on her experience as a pioneer of forensic podiatry. Associate Professor Gaynor Parfitt, an 
exercise and sport psychologist, then discussed the effects of physical activity on the ageing 
process including physical functioning, cognitive performance and quality of life as we age. 

 

 

School of 
Health 

Sciences 
Graduation 

Dates 
 
 

Tuesday 
20 December 2016 

3.00pm 
 

Friday 
31 March 2017 

3.00pm 

 
Wednesday 

16 August 2017 
10.30am 

 
 

Gaynor Parfitt, Ruth Grant and Sara Jones 

http://www.unisa.edu.au/Calendar/SAS-September-2016/
http://www.unisa.edu.au/Student-Life/Support-services/Student-administration/Graduations/
http://www.unisa.edu.au/Student-Life/Support-services/Student-administration/Graduations/
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Pint of  

Science 

Australia 

2017 

Are you interested 
in sharing science 
with the public? 

Do you enjoy relax-
ing with friends at 
the pub? 
 

If the answer to both is YES, 
then Pint of Science Australia is for 
you! 

Pint of Science is an international festival that aims to showcase the amazing re-
search of local scientists to the general public in the relaxed venue of the local pub. 
In 2016, Pint of Science Australia ran in 7 major cities over 3 nights in May. We had 
events in: 

 

 

 

For 2017, we want to expand even more to include more themes and even more 

cities across Australia – and we need you! 

Events in 2017 will take place from 15-17 May, and will incorporate the following 
themes: Beautiful Mind (neurosciences), Atoms to Galaxies (physics, chemis-
try) Our Body (life sciences) Planet Earth (geosciences) and Tech 

Me Out (engineering, computer science, mathematics). 

We are looking for volunteers for various roles: city coordinators, team coordinators, 
social media reps and fundraisers. Each team will source out a venue, speakers, 
and activities for the night. 

This is an incredible opportunity to be a part of our ever growing festival so if you 
are interested in getting involved, please register your interest here or 
email pintofscienceau@gmail.com with what you’re keen to do, tell us a little bit 
about yourself and how we can best reach you. 

Thanks! 

Chloe & Marge 

Co-directors, Pint of Science Festival Australia 

www.pintofscience.com.au | www.facebook.com/
pintofscienceau | @pintofscienceau 

ADELAIDE BRISBANE CANBERRA MELBOURNE 

NEWCASTLE SYDNEY PERTH 

http://www.pintofscience.com.au/
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSciY6y_k1fhii27Dm_MeYW-5kSbyrCyeDvHuTJyAVD4OYHtIw/viewform
mailto:pintofscienceau@gmail.com
http://www.pintofscience.com.au/
http://www.facebook.com/pintofscienceau
http://www.facebook.com/pintofscienceau
http://www.twitter.com/@pintofscienceau
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Chronic pain  

management 

Turning off the tap: preventing 
chronic pain by changing 
acute pain care 
by Professor Lorimer Moseley 

It’s time for a revolution. Researchers and industry come together 

to discuss minimising risk and optimising care for those 

experiencing chronic pain. 

What is the reality of treating a person experiencing chronic 

spinal pain? With any number of factors contributing to the pain 

experience of an individual, how do we go about treating the 

person as a whole rather than just the symptoms? 

Research-informed new practices could change the way GPs, 

physiotherapists and other health professionals help patients 

minimise the risk of chronic spinal pain after an initial episode. 

A conversation between industry experts and university 

researchers, talking about the current landscape of acute care for 

spinal pain, for anyone in the industry or anyone experiencing or 

treating people with spinal pain. Hear from a range of speakers 

on the current landscape, and what is needed to vastly improve 

treatment and care for individuals living with chronic pain.  

Lorimer Moseley, Professor of Clinical Neurosciences and Chair 

in Physiotherapy at UniSA will discuss the need for a ‘revolution’ 

in acute spinal care, the new skillsets health professionals might 

need, some new tools that are being designed to help optimise 

care, and the industry-clinician-scientist-patient partnerships that 

will be needed to truly change outcomes. 

Esteemed speakers joining Professor Moseley will be Dr YH Yau, 

Neurosurgeon and Spinal Surgeon; and Dr Daniel Byrne, Chair 

of The Royal Australian College of General Practitioners 

(RACGP) SA&NT. 

Please join us for what will be a stimulating presentation followed 

by a panel discussion with the above speakers, plus Ms Lyn 

Dean, Executive Director Service Performance, SA Health; and 

Michael Francis, General Manager Insurance, Return to Work 

SA. 

 

 

 

Allan Scott Auditorium 
Hawke Building 

UniSA City West Campus 
53 North Terrace 

Adelaide, SA 
 
 

WEDNESDAY, 23 NOVEMBER  

6.00pm to 7.30pm 

Register now 

http://people.unisa.edu.au/Lorimer.Moseley
http://www.unisa.edu.au/Campus-Facilities/Maps-Tours/City-West-campus/City-West-campus-map/
https://www.eventbrite.com.au/e/enterprising-partnerships-talk-chronic-pain-management-tickets-28851410345
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Travelling or 
attending a 

conference? 
Make sure that the Uni-
versity is aware of any 

University business travel 
even when there are no 
associated costs to the 

University. Submission of 
the travel form will also 
ensure that you are cov-
ered under the Universi-

ty’s travel insurance 
while travelling on behalf 

of the University. 
 

Fill in your online busi-
ness travel request form 
to complete your travel 

requirements: 

 
http://w3.unisa.edu.au/fin/

travel/default.asp  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

We want to 
tell the world 
about your 
conference! 

Contact the PA to HoS to 
get a conference briefing 

template so we can in-
clude the great ideas, 

networks and adventure 
you went on.  

Latest News 
 
Dear Colleague,  
 
Activity is ramping up for BRCC2017, which will be held Wednesday 3rd - Friday 5th 
May, 2017, in beautiful Melbourne. Pre-conference workshops will be held on Tues-
day 2nd. We know you've got the dates marked in your calendar.  
 
BRCC 2017 will showcase innovative and effective behavioural research using the 
theme Inform Inspire Impact, to reflect our shared need to learn about latest evi-
dence, consider promising new ideas and developments and optimise our impact in 
preventing cancer and improving cancer outcomes.  
 
Over the coming days we'll be putting the finishing touches to the BRCC2017 
webpage, which will include conference speaker information, pre-conference work-
shops in the making, your portal to submit abstracts, registration information and ac-
commodation options.  
 
But in the meantime, here is some key information and dates to help you plan your 
BRCC2017 experience.  
 
Speakers 
We are thrilled to announce the participation of our keynote speakers:  
 
Professor Robert C. Hornik, Wilbur Schramm Professor of Communication and 
Health Policy at the Annenberg School for Communication, University of Pennsylva-
nia, presenting "Achieving cancer control in a complex communication environment"  
 
Professor Theresa Marteau, Director of the Behaviour and Health Research Unit 
in the Clinical School at the University of Cambridge, presenting "Changing behaviour 
by targeting non-conscious processes: Effectiveness and acceptability"  
 
Professor Penny Webb, Leader of the Gynaecological Cancers Group at the QIMR 
Berghofer Medical Research Institute, presenting "Cancers and cancer deaths at-
tributable to modifiable behaviours in Australia: opportunities for prevention"  
 
Honorary Professor Sanchia Aranda, CEO of Cancer Council Australia and 
President-Elect of the UICC, presenting "Imperatives for the Cancer Charity Sector - 
global perspectives; local actions"  
 
Abstracts 
We invite you to consider submitting your abstracts for presentation at BRCC2017. 
We will welcome abstracts of up to 300 words for two presentation formats; rapid fire 
presentations of 5 minutes duration, and standard oral presentations of 12 minutes.  
 
Abstracts for BRCC2017 must be submitted via the BRCC2017 website, which will go 
live on Friday 2nd September.  
 
Key Dates  
Abstract Submission opens: Friday 2nd September 2016 
Abstract Submission closes: Friday 7th October 2016 
Abstracts outcome advised by: Friday 2nd December 2016 
Presenter registration deadline: Friday 16th December 2016 
Earlybird registration closes: Friday 16th December 2016  

http://w3.unisa.edu.au/fin/travel/default.asp
http://w3.unisa.edu.au/fin/travel/default.asp
http://www.google.com.au/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjV4Ne2qJLOAhWErJQKHT-9A2gQjRwIBw&url=http%3A%2F%2Ftheberry.com%2F2014%2F12%2F10%2Fterribly-awesome-puns-16-photos%2F&psig=AFQjCNGCdSPg8c6f_HuncnN7Hgoa2rYY4Q&ust
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Library Report 

Publishing your research and what 
editors want 

 

Register now for Publishing your 
research and what editors want, 
which will be held on Tuesday, 15 
November from 10am – 3pm in 
the Bradley Forum at City West 
campus. 

Fain the edge in publishing your 
research, understand what journal 
editors want, protect your rights 
and handle copyright permissions. 

 

This free workshop includes: 

 A keynote address by an editor from Elsevier (a major 

international publishing company) 

 Speakers on copyright, open access publishing, the 

Research Outputs Repository (ROR) and Collection of 
Research Outputs (CRO) 

 A panel of Early Career researchers and PhD students 

giving their personal experiences with publishing and their 
top tips 

 Question and answer opportunities 

 Lunch and networking 

 Writing- just do it! Bring your ideas and write the abstract –a 

practical workshop by Dr Cassandra Loeser and Dr Monica 
Behrend. 

 

Register: 

Post Grad Students | Staff 

 

 

 

Library Mezzanine Closure and 
Collection Relocation 
As a result of building works being carried out in the Brookman 
Hall from mid-November 2016 until early February 2017 the 
Mezzanine in the Library will be unavailable. It will be closed 
from Friday, November 18 through to February 16, 2017. 

We are taking advantage of this opportunity to relocate our 
collection from the Mezzanine to other parts of the Library. We 
are also reducing the size of our collection in a number of areas: 

 urban planning resources relocated to City West Campus 

due to programs being devolved to the School of Art, 
Architecture and Design 

 civil engineering resources relocated to Mawson Lakes 

Campus where the program is taught 

 legacy collections no longer taught at UniSA 

We are focusing on pre 2012 published titles that have not been 
borrowed since that date or are now available as ebooks in our 
collection. Trolleys of titles are left inside the entrance of the 
Library and offered as free giveaways to staff and students as 
per past practice. 

Once the work on the Mezzanine has been completed we will 
only have our physical collection across 2 floors. We will also 
have reliable air conditioning on both the Mezzanine and Level 
4 along with soundproof study rooms, and refreshed group and 
individual spaces, with and without fixed computers, for students 
to utilise. 

I invite you all to come have a look at the Mezzanine in 2017 
when all the work is completed. 

Jeffery Smart Building 

https://my.unisa.edu.au/internal/registerit/library_S-workshopregister.asp
https://my.unisa.edu.au/internal/registerit/library-workshopregister.asp
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Work Health and Safety Update 

10 tips for work safety 
Staying healthy and safe at work is important. No matter what your job, it is im-
portant to reduce your risks of injury and illness at work.  
 
Here are some tips to help make your workplace safe. 

1. Understand the risks. Once you know the particular hazards of your job 

or workplace, you can take steps to reduce your risk of work-related injury or 
illness. 

2. Reduce workplace stress. Common causes include long hours, heavy 

workload, job insecurity and conflicts with coworkers or bosses. Stress can 
lead to depression, sleeping difficulties and problems with concentration. 

3. Take regular breaks. Staying fresh and alert will help you avoid injury or 

burnout. Schedule the most difficult tasks of each day for times when your 
concentration is best, such as first thing in the morning. 

4. Avoid stooping or twisting. Use ergonomically designed furniture and 

equipment, and rearrange your work area so that everything you need is with-
in easy reach. 

5. Use mechanical aids whenever possible. Instead of trying to lift or carry 

a heavy object, use a wheelbarrow, conveyor belt, crane or forklift. 

6. Protect your back. If you do need to pick up and carry heavy loads, keep 

the load close to your body and lift with your thigh muscles. 

7. Wear protective equipment to suit the task. If worn correctly, gear such 

as earplugs, earmuffs, hard hat, safety goggles, gloves or full-face mask can 
dramatically reduce your risk of injury. 

8. Stay sober. Alcohol and drugs are a contributing factor in around three 

per cent of workplace fatalities. 

9. Talk over any concerns. Your employer or human resources manager 

need to be informed about hazards and risks. Your employer is legally obliged 
to ensure a safe working environment. 

10. Know your rights. Organisations such as WorkSafe SA or unions can 

offer information and advice on workplace safety 
issues. 

 
Information obtained from https://

www.betterhealth.vic.gov.au/health/tentips/10-tips-for-

work-safety 
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2016 VC Cup 
Overall the School of Health Scienc-
es came second in the inaugural VC 
Cup with Emma Stockham, Andy Te 
and Tim Brooke-Smith participating 
in the final event at Mawson 
Lakes—the basketball tournament. 
 
Thank you to all who participated in 
the 2016 VC Cup! 
 

http://www.unisasport.edu.au/Common/ContentWM.aspx?CID=1070
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Raising money for Beyond Blue 
Thank you to our generous and talented bakers, and all of you wonderful people who support Bake Club. 
 

On Friday, 14 October the Bake Club theme was ‘COLOUR ’ raising $180.30 for Beyond Blue, in recognition of World 

Mental Health Day. A very special thank you to Deb Williams and Gail Gibson, not only for being wonderful bakers, but their 
commitment each and every month to stay up late on a Thursday night waiting for the oven timer to ding. In recognition of 
this, we thought we would try another day of the week, to ease the burden on a potential party night! Thanks also to the tal-
ented Nicola Massy-Westropp who cultivated the beautiful terrariums which are adorning 
many of our desks, and likely are improving our mood too, seeing nature up close. 
 
On Tuesday, 22 November we will be raising money for Zak, a young technician who was 
working at UniSA as a contractor but had an injury whilst  kite-surfing and suffered a C6 spi-
nal cord injury. Many of us know the challenges involved for him and his family, and we will 
raise money for his recovery.  
 

Tuesday, 22 November 

10.30am in the boardroom 

 
Thanks 
Michelle McDonnell and Raewyn Todd 
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Contact Us 

School of Health Sciences 

City East Campus 

North Terrace, Adelaide 

T: +61 8 8302 2425 

E: health.admin@unisa.edu.au 

W: www.unisa.edu.au/hls 

 

Would you like to receive fu-

ture copies of our newsletter 

and updates on our activities? 

Please join our mailing list by 

emailing 

health.admin@unisa.edu.au 

 

Contributions to the HLS Newsletter 

Do you have a student or graduate story for us? Interesting 

fact? Lowdown on a conference or a cool teaching activity? 

Send us your newsworthy stories to the School of Health 

Sciences team so we can gloat about our amazing people, our 

exciting innovations and most importantly all our awesome 

successes! 

Email us today to get your story in our next newsletter  

Health.admin@unisa.edu.au 

School of Health Sciences 

T: +61 8 8302 2425 

F: +61 8302 2766 

 

E: health.admin@unisa.edu.au 

W: www.unisa.edu.au/hls 

 

City East Campus 

North Tce Adelaide, South Australia 

 

Postal Address: 

University of South Australia 

School of Health Sciences 

Internal Post Code CEA-14 

GPO Box 2471 

Adelaide  SA  5001 

Adelaide 

 

 

 

 
 

Dietetic Clinic 

UniSA City East Campus 

Cnr North Tce and Frome Rd 

Centenary Building 

Level 2 

T: +61 8 8302 2078 

 

Exercise Physiology Clinic 

UniSA City East Campus 

Cnr North Tce and Frome Rd 

Centenary Building 

Level 2 (C2-08) 

T: +61 8 8302 2078 

E: exercisephysiology.clinic@unisa.edu.au 

 

School of Health Sciences 

Exercise Benefits—Health and Fitness Centre 

City East Gymnasium 

UniSA City East Campus 

Cnr North Tce and Frome Rd 

Centenary Building 

Level 2 (C2-14) 

T: +61 8 8302 1496 

E: exercisebenefits@unisa.edu.au 

 

Magill Gymnasium 

UniSA Magill Campus 

Sports Centre—Enter from Bundey Street 

Magill 

T: +61 8 8302 2560 

E: exercisebenefits@unisa.edu.au 

 

Magill Swimming Pool 

UniSA Magill Campus 

Sports Centre—Enter from Bundey Street 

E Building,  Magill 

T: +61 8 8302 4570 

E: magillpool@unisa.edu.au 

 

Mobile Allied Health Clinic 

T: +61 8 8302 1068 

E: Tim.Brooke-Smith@unisa.edu.au 

 

Magill Allied Health Clinic 

UniSA Magill Campus 

Enter from Bundey Street 

E Building (Room E1-22), Magill 

T: +61 8 8302 4013 

E: magillhealthclinics@unisa.edu.au 

 

Physiotherapy Clinic 

UniSA City East Campus 

Cnr North Tce and Frome Rd 

Centenary Building 

Level 8 (C8-40) 

T: +61 8 8302 2541 

E: physiotherapy.clinic@unisa.edu.au 

 

UniSA Magill Campus 

Enter from Bundey Street 

E Building (Room E1-22), Magill 

T: +61 8 8302 4013 

E: magillhealthclinics@unisa.edu.au 

 

Podiatry Clinic 

UniSA City East Campus 

Cnr North Tce and Frome Rd 

Centenary Building 

Ground Floor (Level 3 C3-33) 

T: +61 8 8302 2269 

E: podiatryclinic@unisa.edu.au 

 

Psychology Clinic 

UniSA Magill Campus 

Building N 

Cnr of St. Bernards Rd and Brougham St 

Magill 

T: +61 8 8302 4875 

E: psychologyclinic@unisa.edu.au 

 

 

 

 

 

UniSA Clinics 

UniSA Clinics 


